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I. INTRODUCTION 2. A brief summary of liquid crystal properties,A. Purpose and

This document presents a review of the use of liquid 3. A review of papers discussing liquid crystals in
crystals in nondestructive evaluation (NDE) and pro- NDE and closely related subjects.
vides an introduction to the literature. The technical D. Units of Measurement
level of the discussion is such that this document will be Throughout the text of this review, Systeme Interna-
useful to the reader who has only an introductory tionale (SI) units are used in accordance with American
knowledge of liquid crystals in nondestructive evalua- National Standard ANSI Z210.1-1976. Approximate
tion (NDE), but who wants to know what can be done English, non SI metric, or in some cases other
and what is being done in this field. The sophisticated customary unit equivalents, are frequently included in
reader can use this document to review, with a minimum parentheses following SI units, particularly when the
expenditure of time and effort, many papers in the field values were originally expressed in the non SI units. In
of liquid crystal nondestructive evaluation of materials, some of the illustrations which are extracted from

j. B. Scope referenced papers, measurement units used by the
Computer retrieval facilities of the Nondestructive authors are retained, and no conversion to SI or English

Testing Information Analysis Center (NTIAC) were units, as the case may be, is provided. A fist of abbrevia-
used to search both the open literature and DDC files. tions for names of units used in this survey is presented
Technical journals, conference proceedings, research in Table I.
reports, Department of Defense technical reports, and II. INTRODUCTION TO UQUID CRYSTALS
trade journals were included in the body of literature Liquid crystals were discovered in 1888 by an
surveyed. In selecting documents to be cited in this Austrian botanist, Friedrich Reinitzer, when he found
survey, those which dealt with practical systems and that cholesteryl benzoate apparently had two melting
presented experimental data were given primary con- points (Ref. I). At 145 0C the solid melted to form a tur-
sideration; thus, no purely analytical papers are bid liquid and then, at 179*C, became transparent. In
included. Almost all of the documents cited in this 1889, 0. Lehman, a German physicist, identified a
survey are available in the English language. molecular structure for this compound which, in the
C.Organization - temperature range in question, appeared to be similar to

" This review is divided into three major portions: that of a crystal (Ref. 2). Lehman thus coined the term
I . An introduction to liquid crystals, and their "liquid crystal" to denote this phenomenon. Interest in

i history, -liquid crystals peaked in about 1930 and then decreased.

TABLE I. ABBREVIATIONS FOR UNITS OF MEASUREMENT AND MULTIPLIER
PREFIXES USED IN THIS DOCUMENT

NON SI UNITS SI UNITS PREFIXES

L- F -degree Fahrenheit *C -degree Celsius G - ,g- -109
in - inch -deg (plane angle) M mop- - 106
ft -foot Hz -hertz k -kilo- -1
lb - pound m - meter c - centi- 10. 3
G - gauss min -minute m -milm- -10

.

mil - one-thousandth inch rod - radian -, mio- - 106

psig- pounds per square inch gauge s - second n - nano- -10
9

[ CFM cubic feet per minute V -volt p -Pico 10 12

W - wett
A a we
T tesla
J joules

K "kelvin

i



However, in the early 1960's there was a resurgence of
' minterest as applications began to emerge and the use of...

liquid crystals as special materials for studying phase
transitions and other phenomena accelerated.- I

The present classification of liquid crystals was de- SMECTICTrsnt a thr phnmeaaceertdCTICI' il i
vised by G. Friedel in 1922 (Ref. 3). They are (1) smec-

*tic, (2) riematic, and (3) cholesteric, although it is now '1 111111
be accurately called '"twisted nematic." (Refs. 4, 5). All 111 1 Iit'
liquid crystals are actually divided into two types having
to do with the manner in which they are produced.
"Thermotropic" describes those which are obtained by !bringing the temperature of an appropriate compound t

to the range at which liquid crystalline properties are ex-
hibited and of which the classes smectic, nemnatic. and Figre 1. Smectic Liquid Crystal Moleculer Form

cholesteric are subtypes. "Lyotropic" refers to those (Reproduced from Noodsubmve Teatlf

which are formed by mixing two or more components, A Survey, 1EASA SP-S 13, 1973)
one of which, such as water, is polar. Lyotropic liquid
crystals have classes designated lamellar, hexagonal, much better known. They both have been used for many

etc. Thermotropic liquid crystals are of primary interest practical applications, including NDE. Nematic (from
in NDE and subsequent discussion will be limited to the Greek word for "thread") structures, which are not

them. so ordered as the smectic, are depicted in Figure 2. The
Liquid crystal molecules are usually ellipsoidal (,cigar- long molecular axes are parallel, but there are no layers.

* shaped) and bonding forces are generally weak so that Cholesteric (from cholesterol) structures are in layers
: crystalline domains can be altered easily and mechanical containing molecules with long axes parallel to the plane

flow produced. Liquid crystal phases exist only over a of the layer, as in Figure 3, rather than having, as in the
limited temperatute range, below which the material is a smectic form, molecules with long axes perpendicular to
solid and above which it is an isotropic liquid. Within the plane of the layer. Molecules of cholesteric liquid
this temperature range the material is anisotropic. crystals are almost flat, but have a side chain of methyl

Liquid crystals have some properties normally groups which project upward from the plane of each
characteristic of liquids and some normally charac- molecule. The displacement required to accommodate
teristic of crystalline solids. Molecules in a liquid are this peculiar side chain causes rotation of the direction
randomly oriented to each other while crystals have of the molecules from one layer to the next and results

molecules that have definite orientation and spatial rela- in a helical structure. Cholesteric materials lend

'J. tionships. In general, mechanical properties of liquid themselves more readily to contact thermography NDE
crystals appear to be "liquid" (although even their by virtue of their unique optical properties, which are
viscosity can be anisotropic, i.e. have directionality,
which usually is a sign of crystalline structure), while
others, such as optical, electrical, etc., appear to be
"solid." Liquid crystallinity is an independent thermo- 01.-1
dynamic state of matter with reversible phase changes -1

(es6,7). It was formerly thought that about _991 of
all organic compounds exist in this state, but more re- l I I NEMATIC

cent evidence indicates this number may be closer to 25 I1  III' 1  1i I
or 30% (Ref. 8. a

In the smectic (from the Greek word for "soap")
class, the long axes of all molecules in a given layer areLI  ~ ~parallel to each other and perpendicular, or nearly so. to L •

i the plane of the layer as shown in Figure 1. Smectic

liquid crystals are complex and not so well understood , 1
3 as the other classes, hence having fewer practical appli-
Scations. Figure 2. INematic Liquid Crystal Molecular Foram

Nematic and cholesteric liquid crystals have been sub- (Reproduced from Nonmistructive Testing,

jected to extensive investigation and their properties are A Survey, NASA SP-SI 13,1973)

... 2



if.
and Refs. 11, 12, and 13 for analytically oriented

~ij reviews.
CHOESTRIC A. Inherent Optical Properties
C14OLESTERIC The primary optical properties of liquid crystals are

(!) optical activity, (2) circular dichroism, and (3) bire-
fringence. These phenomena occur with no external

._, forces or fields applied to the material.

-~-T - -Optical activity.,which occurs in cholesteric materials,
01_ is the ability of a substance to rotate the plane of

1 -polarization of linearly polarized light propagating
..-. ---- through it. Total rotation for a given thickness depends

on the optical wavelength and the specific liquid crystal
Figure 3. Cbotesteic Uquid Crysta Molocula Form material. Cholesteric liquid crystals are the most

(Reproduced from Nondestructive Tet, optically active substances known; it has been reported
A Survey, NASA SP-4 13, 1973) that the plane of polarization has been rotated as much

as 1050 rad (60,000 degrees) in one millineter (Ref. 6).

discussed subsequently in more detail. They are usually, When compared with the optical activity of quartz,
though not always, formed by derivatives of cholesterol which is considered to have a very pronounced effect,

(hence the name "cholesteric"), although cholesterol and with other organic liquids, the activity of cholesteric

itself does not exhibit liquid crystallinity. materials can be more fully appreciated. Rotation in
Both cholesteric and nematic liquid crystals are used quartz at room temperature is about 0.35 rad (20

in NDE. Areas of application are (1) detection of bulk degrees) per millimeter, while some ordinary organic

and surface material discontinuities, (2) detection of liquids can rotate the polarization as much as 5.24 rad

semiconductor and electronic component faults, (3) leak (300 degrees) per millimeter.
detection, (4) detection and mapping of many forms of Of all liquid crystals, only the cholesteric structure is
electromagnetic fields, (5) flow and boundary layer circularly dichroic, a property which is usually exhibited
visualization, (6) heat transfer and temperature only over a limited optical wavelength range. In the cir-
measurements, and t7) direct visualization of ultrasonic cular dichroism exhibited by cholesterics, one circularly
fields being used for inspection, including those from polarized component of light is transmitted with no ab-
acoustic holography. The use of cholesteric liquid sorption while the other is scattered, although in true
crystals is primarily associated either with temperature dichroism the former component is absorbed (Ref. 14).
induced color changes (for acoustic and electromagnetic The component which is affected (left- or right-hand
field mapping, mechanical motion is converted to heat) circular polarization) is a function of the specific

or with chemical effects. Nematic crystals generally are material. Circular dichroism is the property that deter-
used when direct response to mechanical stress mines the characteristic iridescent color of cholesteric li-
(including ultrasonics and static forces) or dec- quid crystals when they are illuminated by white light,

tromagnetic fields is desired. the color varying with the angle of incidence of the
illumination and with temperature. For a given angle of

S Ill. SUMMARY OF LIQUID CRYSTAL incidence and temperature, the diffracted wavelength

PROPERTIES approximately follows Bragg's law (Ref. 15). The

Liquid crystals have several distinctive optical proper- wavelength of peak intensity for normal incidence and
ties and undergo interesting changes when subjcted to viewing angle is X = 2np where n is the average refrac-

thermal, electric, magnetic, and mechanical fields. Ex- tive index in the plane perpendicular to the optical axis

posure to certain chemicals also produces unique and and p is the spiral pitch (Ref. 16).

useful results. Since the molecular structure of liquid Circular dichroism can be determined by using the

i(.|  crystals is very weak, and thus very sensitive to external equation
forces, even small perturbations can cause dramatic
changes. All these properties make liquid crystals useful IR -11.
in a wide variety of applications from optical waveguide D
and electro-optical devices to NDE. The properties of IR + IL
liquid crystals have been reviewed many times and the

/ reader is referred to the references for a more complete where D is the percent circular dichroism, IR the
discussion than is given here. In particular, Refs. 4, 6, 9, intensity of right circularly polarized light and IL thW

and 10 should be consulted for a general introduction intensity of left circularly polarized light. It and IL can
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be measured directly with a spectrophotometer (Refs. scattered color (wavelength) also changes according to
- ~ 14, 1S). There is also a phase shift between the two corn- the equation

All liquid crystal structures are birefringent. Bire- d
fringence (or double refraction) is the phenomenon by p -X i80=-

. which light traveling through a material has a velocity 2

dependent upon its polarization. Many polarizers (e.g., where p is the distance of alignment or pitch, X is the
Nicol, Rochon, and Wollaston prisms) are based upon peak wavelength of scattered light, d is the spacing of

i this priniple. When a beam of unpolarized light planes, and 0 is the angular shift in degrees between ad-
impinges on the surface of a birefringent material it is jacent planes (Ref. 15). Thus, the peak wavelength of
separated into two polarized components (the ordinary, the scattered light varies with planar spacing and twist.
or "o", and extraordinary, or "e" rays) which are at It seems reasonable that both are affected by temper-
right angles to each other. In liquid crystals, one of ature changes. In Figure 4, the dependence of the wave-
these rays has a polarization perpendicular to the long length of maximum scattering on temperature for two
molecular axis of the molecules, and the other has pure liquid crystals, cholesteryl decanate and cholesteryl
polarization at a right angle to this. These two com- nonanoate, is shown (Ref. 15).
ponents travel at different velocities through the
material. In effect, each of these components has its 90CURVE r872c 76.0
own index of refraction according to 1 CHOLESTERYL

NONANOATE N7647C 5.

C 2 CHOLESTERYL
n = - DECANATE

v 86 3 CHOLESTERYL 75.5
NONANOATE

where n is the index of refraction, c the velocity of light
in free space, and v the velocity of light in the material.
Since v is different for each component, n is different. 82 75.2

For some nematic crystals An = n. - no = 0.3, C 0.0whereas n quartz An = 0.01. The subscripts e and o -

refer to the extraordinary and ordinary "rays," respec- 7

tively. Birefringent crystals are called negative if, as in 1

calcite, n.<no, and positive if, as in quartz, N>n0 . 76 2

Cholesteric liquid crystals are negative, while nematics 3
and smecics are positive. 74 a D .P
B. The Effect of External Influences on 4= 4or WW Mo Mo O M

Uquid Crystals WVELENGTH. A
1. Choletaterics

Of all the properties of cholesteric liquid crystals, Figure 4. Wavelength of Maxnmm Scattedag ma Function of
Trmpmtwre for Two Pure Cbotletdc Matedale

k perhaps the best known and most widely used is their (From Ref. IS, Reproducedby Permimlon of
change in color as a function of temperature. The wave- Gordon and Breach, Science hulbbwheu Inc., N Y)
length at which scattering occurs, and thus the color

* seen, can be changed from the ultraviolet to the infrared By mixiiig cholesterics in varying proportions a

: by changing temperature. However, not all liquid crys- desired relationship between color and temperature can
tals exhibit changes through the full visible spectrum; be achieved. Figure 5 illustrates the wavelength of max-
some haie only a limited range and the color sequence imum scattering as a function of temperature for mix-I may vary with different crystals, even reversing itself. tures of cholesteryl nonanoate and cholesteryl oleyl car-
For a given liquid crystal, however, there is a bonate (Ref. 17). Curve "a" represents 100% choles-
repeatable. one-to-one correspondence between temper- teryl nonanoatc and each successive curve a 10% in-
ature and color. crease in the proportion of cholesteryl oleyl carbonate

.IiAs discussed in preceding paragraphs, the charac- until curve "k" represents 100% of the latter. It can be
teristic color is determined by circular dichroism. At a seen that for increasing amounts of cholesteryl oleyl car-
given temperature the color for a specific liquid crystal bonatc the temperature range over which the colorr or liquid crystal mixture is the same, assuming all other changes occur gets smaller and sensitivity increases.

£ conditions are unchanged. For changing temperature, With monochromatic light, temperature changes as
the twist of the cholesteric structure changes so that the small as 0.001 *C have been detected (Ref. 4).
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Both cholesteric and nematic liquid crystals reacttO
so induced mechanical stresses. In chiolesteric liud

crystals ultrasonic fields can be visualized as color
changes by virtue of ultrasonically induced temperature
changes, so the mechanism is essentially the same as for

70 temperature mapping. This effect is less pronounced
than direct temperature or chemical induced changes
(Ref. 9).

b11 In nematic materials the mechanical, ultrasonic, or
so vibrational stresses are directly responsible for intensity

modulation of incident, polarized, monochromatic light
%._ (Ref. 16). Mechanical stresses of any sort, includingV cconstant pressure, can change the transmitted intensity.

in liquid crystals. Dynamic scattering.. Rid-controlled
au brefringence, the "guest-host" effect, fleld-controlled

d rotation of the plane of rotation, selective reflection, the

40 memory effect, and the electrostructure effect are ex-
amples (Ref. 6). Fields which in solid crystals would or-
dinarily be too weak to align single molecules are strong

fenough to affect the weak elastic constants of liquid
30 crystals.

a There have been many investigations of the effect of
h fields on nematic liquid crystals. Dynamic scattering, as

1. -illustrated in Figure 6, occurs in thin nematic films
- k which are initially transparent. When subjected to d.c.2o I I I t I

3fields of the order of 50kV/m, the light is strongly scat-
H (1tered and appears white. Scattering centers are formed

Fig-re 40 ~ WAVELENGTH (10-2 A) in turbulence caused by the transport of ions through
Figure 5. The Wavelength of Maximum Scattering Plotted as a the medium. In "a," the molecules are aligned due to
Function of Temperature for Mixtures of Cholesteryl Nommoate their interaction with the surface of the plates (elec-

and Cholesteryl Oleyl Carbonate (From Ref. 17, trodes). in "b," the media is turbulent and light is scat-
Reproduced by Permission of Optical Society of tre. T r " c," hows thebcontras t s at

America, Washington, D C) tered. The graph, "c," shows the contrast as a function

There is an additional color changing phenomenon, of voltage for one liquid crystal.

generally unrelated to the temperature effect, in liquid
crystals and liquid crystal mixtures. By adding vapor A

contaminants, the temperature at which a given color i

will be seen can be changed, the shift depending on the V
nature and amount of contaminant. A 4% solution of
oleyl amine in a 60/40 cholesteryl nonanoate-cholesteryl I
oleyl carbonate mixture had a 120C rise in operating
temperature range after a 15 minute exposure to 8 ppm , MOLECULE
of HCI (Ref. 18). Among numerous chemical vapors c DIPOLE

which cause this effect are acetone, benzene, chloro- MOMENT
form, and petroleum ether (Ref. 10). Two types of 25"

t ~20,changes are possible: (I) the liquid crystals serve as a Is
solvent for a vapor, in which case the color change can 10 L z
be reversed, and (2) the liquid crystal reacts chemically
with the vapor or is catalyzed by the vapor, in which
cas the change is permanent. In either case, the changes v

appear to be a result of a shift in the birefringence of the Flpre 6. The Dynamic Scattering Effect (From Ref. 6, Reproduced
cholcsteric liquid crystal and can be either to a longer or by Pemtission of Publiction Duvion, Ame an
a shorter wavelength (Ref. 19). Intitute of Phyuics, N Y)
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' I i Field-controlled birefringence in nematics is caused IV. LIQUID CRYSTAL NONDESTRUCTIVE

• by the reorientation of molecules by the applied field. EVALUATION
Since birefringence is caused by certain molecular orien- A. Examnation of Material. Component.

tatons achagein such orientation changes the bire- Assemblies and Thermal rpite
fringence. The conditions for field-controlled bire- i. Tanlmt m s m Md blipg
fringence are: Temperature measurements with liquid crystals are

(1) The liquid crystal layer has homeotropic useful in scientific and engineering experiments, in
orientation with no field, medicine and biology, and in nondestructive evaluation.

(2) The nematic liquid crystals have negative Both point measurements and mapping can be done.
anisotropy, and Point measurements are frequently associated with

(3) The electric field is parallel to the liquid crystal medical uses although they are also used in scientific
axis (Ref. 6). Homeotropic orientation means and engineering experiments. Dumey, Johnson, and
that the optical axes of the molecules are Lords developed a probe, shown in Figure 7, which

perpendicular to the plates of a cell while combines liquid crystals and fiber optics to give a

homogenic orientation means they are parallel. remote temperature measurement capability (Ref. 20).
Field-controlled rotation of the plane of polarization Although designed in this case for making medical and

is, in effect, an electrically induced optical activity (Ref. biological measurements where, because of the presence
6). By proper preparation of a nematic liquid crystal of electric or magnetic fields, thermocouples or other

cell, a "twisted" nematic structure can be obtained conductive sensors were not acceptable, such combina-

because the molecules align with the cell walls. For a tions of technologies should provide expanded

thick cell the molecules change from one alignment at
one wall to another at a second wall. An electric field
can undo a twist imposed in this manner, thus undoing OUTER GLASS TIP
the accompanying optical rotation.I -OUER STAL

If the "twisted" nematic structure associated with
Sfield-controlled rotation can be altered by an electric INNER GLASS TIP

field to give zero degree rotation, then it would seem CATHETER FACE

*1 logical that the "natural" twist of a cholesteric material
could also be undone. Theory has been developed to 1" DISTALLY, FIBERS ARE
show that large magnetic fields of the order of lOT OUTER TIP - 12MM EPOXY-BONDED TO

(100kG) could accomplish this both for cholesterics and INNER SURFACE OF
oiTeFvLON
for cholesteric-nematic mixtures. Electric fields of the

• Torder of lOMV/m have also apparently achieved this INNER TIP 18MM

untwisting. Less work has been done with electric and
magnetic field effects in cholesterics than in nematics GLASS-EPOXY-GLASS

(Ref. 12). BOND

7 The "guest-host" effect refers to the application of
SL- electric fields to solutions of some pleochroic dyes (the PTICAL FIBERS

guest) in nematic liquid crystals (the host) (Ref. 6).
ti Pleochroic dyes are anisotropic in that they have dif-

ferent absorption properties in different directions EFLON-EPOXY-GLASS
relative to the molecular axis. When in solution in liquid
crystals, the molecules line up with the liquid crystal T U
molecules and change in correspondence with the liquid"NNER TEFLON TUBING
crystal orientation changes. (o.o06")

The memory effect uses a mixture of nematic and
cholesteric liquid crystals and depends on the combina- U--OUTER PVC TUBING
tion of dynamic scattering of the nematic component 10016)1

- and cholesteric hysteresis.

The formation of a mosaic pattern or domain struc- Fm 7. Fiber Optic-L1uiM Crya Smr OMgratlion (From
ture in the presence of weak electric or magnetic fields is Re. 20. Reprotced by Petmleoe of Ofke of N&val
known as electrostructure (Ref. 6). Retearch, Wwmqbm,, D 0
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capabilities in nondestructive testing temperature measured so that the color can be correlaued to a gIvt
~ [t.measurements in situations with difficult access. New. temperature. For the instanice reported by Fergason a

V low loss fibers now available should make mercury lamp with lines at 366 Is, 404.6 am, 436 am.
j~'measureentis possible even over remote links in excess 4 am. and 578 am was used, an average value being

of I km long. Figure 8 illustrates in block diagrams the usied for the latter two dm they overlap. The
electronics associated with Such aprobe. Figure 9ist___
calibration curve for three different mixtures of the li-
quid crystal -compounds, cholesteryl chloride, J.0

I vy.cholesteryl nonanoate, and cholesteryl oleyl carbonate.
Temperature measurement with liquid crystals, in- ZO

cluding accuracy, resoution, and range. is compared
ji. with the use of thermocouples and infrared radiometry

- in Table 11, which is given by Schambeck (Ref. 21).
If cholesteric liquid crystals are to be used to make1~~1 absolute temperature measuremnents, they must be 0 .0

calibrated. One method for calibration is illustrated in 0
Figure 10 (Ref. 17). By illuminating the liquid crystal .

with a monochromatic source and varying the >
temperature so that the wavelength of maximum scat- -0 _________________

tering sweeps through the source wavelength, the inten-0
sity of the scattered light is made to pass through a max-

imum. The temperature of the block is precisely TEMPERATURE. -C

LED PULSE LED Crystal FormuaItioIIs rosRf20Reodcdb

GENERATOR DRIVER Parmijdon of Office of Naval iteoka Wauliagtoe D C)

LOWC PASFLE L IEOTC

GAENECTORFE-CNECOa/ ;t00 I ThTmM

PHOTO HER~tI

~~~~~~~~ ii MP AE tUmO hEMLOUL

F~u10.ABokDaamo n5prts ~ oC it* t lur .Boc ipmofPe ptcUudCrsa roeCoesei q~sfrAaslt epeaueMHsrmn

TAL II CIAAC ERIS TICSOMTEPRU M A SUIG h

TEAT. AC U A Y S A I L R S LU I NT 
M .R N ECU

Lhr OWpe PASS FILT4 pm AT m)<0V .
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(Ialuminum block was heated and cooled between the that operate in excen of 100C and have been sut-
temperatures of - l00C to 180*C by a thermoelectric cewfully applied to semkonducting devic.
cell, the mode of operation (heating or cooling) being ($) If cholesteric Iquids are used directly, the saw-

ti dependent on the direction of current flow. face to which they are applied must be oil reis-
Temperature was measured by a thermistor, the output tent. This can best be achkieed by us of an ol in-
of which drove the x-axis of an x-y chart recorder. The soluble film, such as polyvinyl eloh over the
light intensity was detected by a photodetector and used surface.
to drive the y-axis of the recorder. The temperature of (6) A final condition on the suface is that it

11 each phase transition and the temperature of the scatter- should be black. Since a cholesteric lquid does not
ing peaks was thus obtained. The calibration curves of absorb light, but scatters it selectively, it is
Figure 5 were obtained this way. necessary to absorb that light which is not scat-

There are other calibration methods which may be tered. This condition can be met by either apply-
used when greater accuracy is necessary. One way is to ing a black undercoating or dye. "(Ref. 17).
hold temperature constant and measure reflectance as a It has more recently become apparent, as will be seen
function of wavelength using a spectrophotometer. This in subsequent discussion, that resolution for testing in-
is a time consuming method requiring expensive equip- tegrated circuits as cited in (2) is adequate..
ment (Ref. 17). By far the largest application of cholesteric liquid

As with any test method, the use of cholesteric liquid crystals has been in thermal mapping for (1) scientific
crystals has certain conditions which must be met if the studies of heat flow and distribution and (2) bulk and
use is to be effective. A set of six conditions as for- surface structural flaw testing, the latter a natural exten-
mulated by Fergason follows: (Bracketed items are in- sion of the former. Their application to flaw detection
serted to give SI quantities and units). of electronic components and materials includes both

"(1) The heat capacity of the object should be thermal and electrical properties and is covered in a
larger than the capacity of the cholesteric film. subsequent section. The great utility of cholesteric li-
The specific heat of most cholesteric materials is quid crystals for thermal measurements, and particular-

(1 1.5 J/cm [1.5 MJ/m3]. Since a film of 0.02 mm is ly mapping, is derived from the dramatic changes in col-
required. the heat capacity per centimeter square, or for very small changes in temperature. Advantages

whc saddotesraemaueIi over other methods, in addition to high sensitivity, are
00 (1) low cost, (2) high resolution, (3) simplicity, and (4)
those involving very thin films, this can be speed (Ref. 12). These advantages are outlined briefly:
neglected. (1) Low Cost. Liquid crystals themselves are very
(2) The size of the object to be measured must be inexpensive, as can be seen from Table I (Ref.
larger than the limit of resolution of the liquid 21). In addition, it is rare that any expensive or
crystal, thus, a practical limit to the spot size as elaborate equipment is needed, the eye having
determined by the liquid crystal is 0.02 mm (20 sufficient color discrimination for most ap-
pm]. In most practical cases, with the exception of plications.
integrated circuits, this does not represent a limita- (2) High Resolution. The density of thermocouples

! lion. required to provide equivalent resolution is
(3) The rate of thermal change must be sufficiently mind boggling: about one million per square
slow to allow the cholesteric liquid to follow. inch would be required. A cost comparison on
Thus, the rate of change of color with temperature this basis would also be dramatic.

H has a time constant which is in the neighborhood (3) Simplicity: Beyond developing the ability to
I.' of O. 1 sec. This represents no limitation for visual apply uniformly thin coatings, the use of liquid

observation, however. The time constant must be crystals is uncomplicated. Airbrushes, found at
considered if quantitative information is to be ob- artist supply stores, are usually used. Tapes

[,1 tainedfroin high speed photography. with encapsulated liquid crystals or plastic films
(4) The temperature of the object should be in a coated with uniformly thick liquid crystals can
range where practical cholesteric materials are be used and the brushing eliminated. The sur-
available experimentally. Liquid crystal materials face should be free of oil soluble material.
have been recorded that have color plays from (4) Speed. Simplicity usually means speed, and this
-40° to 285 ( C]" However, this does not repre- case is no exception.

{j sent a practical range for liquid crystals. For most Some disadvantages are (I) temperature limitations
purposes, we might consider the useful range from (maximum useable temperature is 1900C in air and
0*C to 75°C. Special materials have been made 2700C without air), (2) crystallization and separation of
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high temperature materials when at room temperature, Two weeks were allowed for the system to stabilize inI and (3) chemical decomposition on exposure to air, even the outdoor environment.
at room temperature (where the limit is 3 to 4 hours ex- Both movies and slides were taken with only minor
posure). Encapsulation has virtually eliminated problems caused by reflections from the plastic over-
deterioration with only small loss of resolution and in- coat. The crystals, after two weeks, maintained their
crease in heat capacity. One system for designating calibration to within ± 1.1 OC (:t±2 OF). Some adjust-
encapsulated liquid crystals uses a letter-number com- ments for the increased absorption of the black under-

• bination such as "R41." in this case, the "R" (for coat were necessary. The use of liquid crystals for ther-
"regular") designates a nominal visible transition range mal mapping under these conditions was considered
of 30C and the "41," the onset of the red transition, successful.
41 0C. The letter "S" (for "sensitive") designates a The following discussions of heat transfer studies,
transition range of 1.50C, and the letter "W" (for some of which are essentially extensions of Wirz-
"wide"), a range of 60C. Another solution to the burger's work, illustrate the types of investigations used
deterioration problem, as reported by Woodmansee, is to verify the use of liquid crystals for thermal mapping
the use of solid emulsions of liquid crystals dispersed in and to determine some techniques and their limits.
polymer matrices (Ref. 22). A cholesteric liquid crystal thermographic technique
2. Thewitl Mapping was developed by Field to provide both qualitative and

Liquid crystal thermal mapping is useful in studying quantitative heat transfer information on heated objects
heat transfer and for NDE. The techniques used in the in forced convection environments (Ref. 24). The liquid
latter are identical to those for the former, and, in fact, crystals allowed observation and selection of isotherms
the division is somewhat artificial, since the information and inference of the points of flow separation and
obtained from the former is frequently used for the boundary layer reattachment. A 102 mm (4 inch)
same purpose: (1) design or (2) item evaluation, diameter right circular cylinder was constructed from

I modification, or repair. In view of this, no rigid dif- 0.99 mm (0.439 inch) thick carbon impregnated paper
ferentiation was made, especially where the information having a resistivity of approximately 25.4 milliohm
was directly transferable to strictly NDE uses. meter (I ohm-in.). The surface of the cylinder was

r A rocket motor storage container system was studied heated by an electric current. The inner hollow space
by Wirzburger (Ref. 23). The object of the study was was packed with glass wool to prevent heat losses to the
development of a model to be used to predict inside. The crossflow of air had Reynolds numbers from
temperature distributions in propellant containers. By 38,000 to 148,000, covering both subcritical and critical
using this model, large stresses in the propellant, and flow regimes. The free stream turbulence intensity was

J -l. thus, possible fractures or poor performance, could be approximately 0.5-0.7%. The results were within the
avoided. As part of the study, which included both experimental uncertainty as predicted by theory and
analytical and experimental techniques, the feasibility agreed with other experimental work.
of using encapsulated cholesteric liquid crystals in a McComas (Ref. 25) reported results which supported
desert environment to thermally map the surface of the those of Wirzburger (Ref. 23). Encapsulated cholesteric
container was investigated, liquid crystals, previously calibrated by Field, were used

Prior to applying the liquid crystals, a 38.1 x 0.8 for temperature mapping using an experimental method
mm (15 x 20 inch) section of the container was sprayed similar to that of Field (Ref. 24).
with flat black enamel. It is necessary, in using the Cooper, Field, and Meyer have also reported the

( Iscattering of light by cholesteric liquid crystals, to first application of cholesteric liquid crystals to the study of
apply a black or dark coating. (If the liquid crystal convective heat transfer. Information on the variation
should happen to be applied over a reflective surface, of the Nussalt number, and the effects of flow separa-
the colors which are not scattered could be reflected, tion, the separation bubble region, the turbulent boun-
thus obscuring or diluting the temperature dependent dary layer, and the turbulent wake, on surface
scattered color.) Then, using a small paint brush, eleven temperature was obtained for crossflows of air having
one-inch strips, each of a different temperature range Reynolds numbers between 40,000 and 150,000. Exper-

(I crystal, were applied over the black paint, leaving imental results agreed with those obtained with more
approximately 12.7 mm (1/2 inch) of black paint be- standard .echniques. Figure II (Ref. 26) demonstrates
tween each. A second coat of each liquid crystal was ap- the method for obtaining data, and the results for the
plied after the first was completely dry. After the second case in which the R49 liquid crystal was forced to turn
coat was dry, two coats of a glossy clear plastic coating red at laminar separation for subcritical flow. The next
were applied to provide some environmental protection, lower band, the R-45 crystal, had passed through its
All eleven liquid crystal formulations were calibrated, cycle immediately below the R-49 band, and so on. Only

9
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* ,CRYSTAL R49 CRYSTAL R49

U. u.T S40

S38

- S36 
S3

• : ..-- S 32 Sm-.. 32

"RED"
50 I RANGE OF so

45" 45 -EVENT
SEVENT T(°C) TEMPERATUJRE

TC)4"TEMPERATURE 40RANGE OF
T(°) 0-RANGE OF 40LIQUID

' "35" CRYSTAL S 36 3S.

30 0 IS 90 180

- I Figure 11. Schematic of Liquid Crystal Measuement of Convective Figure 12. Schematic of liquid Crystal Measurement of Convective
Heat Tran e. The Conditions Depicted ae Representative Heat Transfer. The Condition Depicted are Reprsntative of

of Subcritical Flow. The Shaded Regions on Each Liquid Critical Flow. The Shaded Regions on Each Liquid Crystal
Crystal Band Represent Color (From Ref. 26, Reproduced Band Represent Color (From Ref. 26, Reproduced by

by Permission of The American Society of Mechanical Permission of The American Society of Mechanical
Engineers, N Y) Engineers, N Y)

one colored region was displayed by the S-32 because cholesteric liquid crystals R-41, R-49, and R-56
near the rear stagnation point the cylinder was cooler was applied to one side of the pipe using a soft
than near the forward stagnation point. Figure 12 illus- camel's hair brush. Four thin coats were applied,

ii trates the same condition for the R-49 liquid crystal, but allowing two to three hours drying time between
for critical flow. The appearance of a third colored coats. No difficulty was encountered in applying
region for the S-43 liquid crystal and four in subsequent the first two coats uniformly, using the crystals in
strips, represents the formation of a bubble and the the aqueous slurry form provided by the manufac-
onset of turbulent flow. turer. For the third and fourth coats the crystal

Observations of the operation of a gas-loaded slurry mixture was diluted with an equal volume

. variable conductance heat pipe using gases both heavier of distilled water. This successfully countered the
(krypton) and lighter (helium) than the working fluid tendency of the material to thicken and roll up

.(methanol) in both horizontal and vertical positions during application."
were made by Batts (Ref. 27). Power input was varied Isotherms obtained from liquid crystal data are shown

U from twenty-five to one hundred fifty watts. The in Figure 13 for one set of parameters. The use of liquid
following paragraph excerpted from Bats' report crystal temperature mapping was considered successful
describes the application of the liquid crystals: by the experimenter.

J, "The entire condenser section was spray The effect of gravity on gas-loaded variable con-
painted with flat black enamel to provide a ductance heat pipes has been further studied by Kelleher
suitable surface for viewing the transparent liquid on three heat pipes using methanol or Freon 113 as the
crystals. A mixture of equal parts of encapsulated working fluid and krypton or helium as the control Sas
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FPgure 13. Liquid Crystal lsothem-Ho ,o tal-.00607 ta Rd 23. Reproduced by ?euledo ot Resrch irary at
Krypton (From Ref. 27, Reproduced by Permion of Naval Pboetduas School, CA)

ReuhLibrary atNaval Postgraduate School, CA Owendoff used heat pipes in both conventional and
(Ref. 28). The usual technique for this experiment con- variable conductance operation to gather experimental
sists of using a string of thermocouples in a single axial data and determine performance characteristics (Ref.
line, assuming that the temperature, and thus the 29). In the variable conductance mode, liquid crystals
distribution of fluid concentrations, is nearly one- displayed qualitatively the temperature gradients
dimensional and varies only with the axial coordinate, occurring across the vapor-gas interface and gave results
These tests showed that gravity distorted axial similar to those reported by Kelleher (Ref. 28).
temperature profiles even on a small diameter (16 mm) The techniques demonstrated in these preceding
heat pipe and caused a stratification of work fluids and studies are important to NDE because they demonstrate

I control gases in a larger (50-mm diameter) one. Figures the ease with which mapping can be accomplished and
14 and 15 show the liquid crystal isotherms for a 50-mm show that significant quantitative data can be obtained
diameter pipe in the vertical and horizontal positions, using liquid crystals.

-I respectively, using' a methanol working fluid and a Woodmansee demonstrated the use of cholesterics to
helium control gas. test isolation of the tapered portion of aluminum rivets

ONET- 22.9W 46.6W 70.4W 94.4W 118.2W 1424W as illustrated in Figure 16 (Ref. 30). A liquid crystal
TAMB - 2WC 240C 2WC 24C 2rC 26rC having a range of 30°C was applied to the rivet head. If

the rivet's zinc chromate coating was sufficient, the
100 41,c liquid crystal turned violet in about 2 seconds. In-

41 0 Cadequately coated rivets took as much as 20 seconds or
usc longer.

410 sc Woodmansee also reports that heat exchanger
1- 75 obstructions or constrictions which are close to an

sec accessible surface have been detected by observing the

Z SOLDER PENCIL

8 seoc T2

S410C
V25 49-C

it T
1

>T2

| " Figure 14. Liquid Crystal Isotherms for a Vertical SOmm Dinmoter Figme 16. Thermal Testing of Ftener inution with Liquid
Pipe Udn Methanol with 0.182 8m Helium (From Ref. 28, Crystala (From Ref. 30, Reproduced by Permission of The

Reproduced by Permisnmn of Rearch Library at Naval American Society for Nondestructive Teting. Inc.,
Poetipduate Schol, CA) Columbus, 0i1)
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surface temperature pattern while simultaneously cycl- 4 RP /0coKRSN1 ing the coolant temperature (Ref. 22). Deposits of tI DROP, 153cc 3 KEZL3OA
organic substances were creating obstructions in a panel 1c
as shown in Figure 17 (Ref. 22). The panel was made of 38

SEPARATE
COOLANT LIGHTENING CAVITIES

UNDER uT36-NEAR AND II
FAR SKINS. r a r

It , t ... I I, IWATER
.-INLET34

oI

COOLANT PANEL '
d U 32

Figare 17. Liquid Crystal Thermal Test of Coohnt Panel
(From Ref. 22, Reproduced by Permission of Optical

Society of America, Wasidngton, D C) 30 ALL 4 8 12 16 20
aluminum sheets 0.5 mm thick between which were
diffusion bonded 6-mm wide ribs with intervening DROPS PER 10 GRAMS L.C.
cavities for weight reduction. Slots for coolant flow 0.6 Figure 18. Effects of Contaminants on Transition Temperature of

4 mm wide and 2 mm deep were machined along the rib Cholesteric Liquid Crystals (From Ref. 31, Reproduced by
centerlines on both sides. A header system at both top Permission of The American Society for Nondestructive
and bottom of the ribs supplied coolant. Pins placed in Testing, Inc., Columbus, OH)
the slots were used to simulate obstructions. Hot and
cold tap water were alternately caused to flow through Unsatisfactory indications were obtained with the
the channels. Cholesteric liquid crystals were coated on penetrant until kerosene and liquid crystals were used.
one surface of the panel. On the uncoated side of the In a later test the kerosene was omitted and the liquid
panel a single channel obstruction was simulated. Coin- crystals still enhanced the indication to a satisfactory
plete obstruction was easily detected, but detection of level.
partial obstruction was more difficult. Another test was conducted by Woodmansee and

Southworth to test the vacuum tightness of resistance
roll-seam welds (Ref. 31). Type 321 annealed corrosion-resistant steel 1.525 mm (0.060 in.) thick was used for
the container. The contaminating gas, acetone, was in-

3. Surface Flaw and Leak Detection Using jected to a gauge pressure of 3.4 kPa (5 psig). Gas
Chemical Contamination and Thermal escaping through small leaks was qualitatively detected
Properties of Cholesterics using cholesterics.

Cholesteric liquid crystals have been used by Wood- Liquid crystals have I 'en used to detect chemical
mansee and Southworth for flaw detection both as an vapors in concentrations in the order of a few parts per
adjunct to liquid penetrants and as an independent million. This capability is useful for qualitative and
vehicle (Ref. 31). Figure 18 illustrates the effect of quantitative analysis of enclosed atmospheres, detection
kerosene and the penetrant ZL30A on the red transition of contaminants, and spectroscopy, as well as leak
temperature of one sample. For many reasons, normal detection. Foreign vapors affect phase transitions,penetrant use can be less effective than required, but the dichroic properties, and polarization. and can cause

reaction of liquid crystals to penetrants can increase this fluorescence. Both cholesteric and nematic liquid
effectiveness. Liquid crystals were applied to detect the crystals have been investigated for this application.
presence of penetrant residues within cracks which were Surface or subsurface cracks or discontinuities may
otherwise not visible over the full extent of a crack. In alter heat flow enough to distort temperature distribu-
one case a titanium alloy marine propeller failed in scr- tions. Figure 19 illustrates such a test using liquid
vice and repeated examination by penetrants gave crystals (Ref. 30). A beryllium clip containing a crack
decreasingly satisfactory results until aided by liquid was heated with detectable results as shown. There was

U crystals. In another case, liquid crystals were used to a heat build-up on the heated side of the crack.
i' •provide clear indications where a liquid penetrant was Woodmansee and Southworth also described the use

applied to a severely cracked submerged arc weld in a of the thermal cholesteric properties of the liquid
maraging steel plate after use of magnetic particles, crystals for detection of discontinuities in thin, 1.013Jr
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f:E3 CRACKt

i T4<T3<Ta2 1

NORMAL ISOTHERMAL ISOTHERMAL PATTERN NEAR
PATTERN CRACK IN THIN PLATE

BERYLIUMPOINT HEAT SOURCE
4 lRpm 21. lsiotonm ftttem Atound Mof t lit Semit ~Fbuv 19. Cack Detection With Liqui Crysals (Mrm Rat. 3%, (From1 IRotam Pa1, o Aero u n la ?th ot eat oucse

[1 Reptoduced by fPeuolon of The Aniedan Society forr 31, Reoducsd by Faiedbog of Tb. Admac
NondestructiveCO SOcetY I ae o, TiS ., CTetig, 01)

mm (0.040 in.) sheets of titanium, copper, and HEAT SOURCEI aluminum (Ref. 31). A 25 mm (1 in.) long slot was
machined in the center of the plate and the surface SOTHERM FRINGES

painted with liquid crystals. The effect of these artificial
cracks on heat flow is shown schematically in Figures 20 FILM OF MERCURY

and 21 (Ref. 31) for stationary and moving point heat

,~ sources, respectively. The isotherm spacing may vary
for materials with different thermal conductivities. TEMLWL
Thermal detection is superior to penetrant detection
when the crack is smeared or subsurface, and in fatigue"I cycling tests. In the latter, the generation of heat
associated with the formation and growth of cracks sup-
plies the heat for color changes, an application which is FWu 22. Set-Up for Evatuatimt of Liquid Qyw- W Teuig
discussed more fully in following pages. (From Re. 32 Reproduced by Prsbic of Itth Ish itute

Manaranche, in 1973, reported a comparative study of NOwstIuctIlvSeT011 So mi-Sm Emx, E gld)

of four methods for NDE of welds: (1) mechanical While the temperature was rising, the evolution of
." impedance, (2) liquid crystal, (3) eddy currents, and (4) isotherms in the weld bead vicinity could be observed.

potential measurement (Ref. 32). Figure 22 illustrates The heat source was a wirewound resistor and the heat
the method used to investigate liquid crystals. A heat sink, a metallic mass. Where there was no longitudinal
flux, which shifts in accordance with the direction of the crack, the evolution of the isotherm, and thus, color
axis of revolution, was sent through the weld bead. fringes developed along parallel circles. Any fissure

distorts and thins out fringes. Manaranche's conclusion
was that the four methods investigated were com-

iF CRACKplemnentary.
_ _4. Bond md Compodt Tttl"n

Metal-to-metal adhesive bonds in aluminum stiffener
,i panels were inspected by Woodmansee (Ref. 30). A mix-

ture of cholesteric liquid crystals, with properties similar
to those of mixture A of Figure 23, was applied to a
panel over a thin coat of black paint. The poorer at

Fconduction of bond voids caused the surface

NORMAL ISOTHERMAL DISTORTED ISOTHERMAL temperature over these areas to rise more slowly than in
PATTERN PATTERN well bonded areas. Heat was applied to one side of theI[ I_ panels and the temperature distribution was observed

I FIp. 20. Isthermal Pattern fi a Stalgkary Aoint Hem Soune on the opposite. Figure 24 illustrates the color changes
(FroM R.f. 3IRe d by Pen r I iih AUSCM n ,inoty observed in a uniformly boaded 50 x 280 mm (2 x I I1 for ndpousre Tee. t., Cobmh. O) in.) strip of panel during the application of hst and the
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i-IREF LECTED COLOR -TEMPERATURE distribution at the end of a seven-second heating period.
(I. EPENENCEFigure 25 shows the distribution and void area for a

COLORLESS flawed panel.
Honeycomb sandwich materials have been inspected

VIOLETby Woodmansee with cholesteric liquid crystals (Ref.

A aC 30). Figure 26 illustrates an aluminum honeycomb panel
in which Teflon patches were inserted to simulate flaws.

0 GREEN - EE
aw

X YELLOW

RED 
OE

CLRES20 30 40 50 60 70 80HO i

TEMPERATURE ('C)1'Th ADHESIVELY dONDED STIFFENER -
Figue 2. Tmpeatue Dpenenceof igh SctteingforQUESTIONABLE BOND

Figue 2. Tepertur Depndece o L~t Satteingfor(.020" x .020" ALUMINUM)
Mixtures of Cholesterol Esters (From Ref. 30. Reproduced by

Permission of The American Society for NondestructiveA
Testing. Inc.. Columbus. OH)

VOID AREA

00 VOID - ADHESIVELY BONDED STIFFENER

YELLOWFigure 25. Void Detection in Adhesively Bonded Aluminum
RED Stiffenrs (From Ref. 30, Reproduced by Permission of TheIi Amnerican Society for Nondestructive Testing. Inc.,

Columbus. OH)

ADHESIVELY BONDED STIFFENER -
NORMAL BONDI"X1 / xt2

1.02W* -. 020r" ALUMINUM) GENTEFLON INSERT TEFLON INSERT

BLUE T ONLEEBOND ALMNMHNYOBU

NOTO APLA

Figure 24. Co~n, Patten foi Uniformly Adhesively Bode IW0F:~ ~I Mulaum Stiffene (From Ref. 30, Reproduced by
Permission of nou American Society for Figure 26. Visualization of Teflon Inserts In Alunmm Honeycomb

Noedelructive Testing. Inc, (From Red. 30. Reproduced by Permimliow of The Amsrlnen Society
Columbus. OH) for Nondestructive Testing. Inc., Columbus, ON)
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. The lower face was on a hot plate maintained at 66 0C honeycomb core, and
(150 0F) and the upper surface was convectively cooled (5) Glass cloth laminates.
to remain in the liquid crystal temperature range. He reported that incandescent lighting is better than
Patches as small as 12 x 12 mm (1/2 x 1/2 in.) were fluorescent, (because of the continuous output spec-
observable, but 6 x 6 mm (1/4 x 1/4 in.) patches were trum), although in most cases the latter is adequate.
not.

A report by Cohen described procedures and equip- Also, he stated that simultaneous heating and cooling
trep y hers rhi toess lquid- as, for example, when a test panel is heated on one side

F fi ment for conducting thermographic tests using liquid and cooled on the other, ive better results. He used a

water soluble black base coat to provide an optimumcrystals as indicators (Ref. 33). A total of 27 m2 (290 ft2) wtesobebakbseottoroienopiu

of bonded honeycomb and laminated metallic and reflectance surface. Benzene, toluene, chloroform, or
nonmetallic structural panels with built-in flaws were petroleum ether were used as solvents for the cholesteric
tested to determine concept feasibility. The technique crystals. A brush or a spray gun was used for applica-
was proven to be feasible in applications that would tion with spraying recommended for large panels.
otherwise require more complex and costly systems. The Cholesteric cry.sals were reclaimed by redissolving from
equipment and techniques do not require highly trained the test surface with common organic solvents and the

black coat was removed with water.
The detection of a series of small voids for a titanium The use of ROCHROME liquid crystal tape for ther-

face sheet 0.5 mm thick and an aluminum honeycomb mographic testing of bonded structures for aircraft was
core was investigated by Woodmansee (Ref. 22). When demonstrated, including techniques for applying the
the face sheet was radiantly heated, the area over the tape, heating test panels and photographing resulting

voids was at a higher temperature and when cooled with thermal patterns (Ref. 35). Results were similar in

an air hose, cooled more rapidly than properly bonded t ualty tthos e 35)ain edu sdire spp la in

mateial Futhe bodin anoalis culdbe eteted quality to those obtained by direct application to thematerial. Further bonding anomalies could be detected surfaces, though resolution was not as good.
by disturbances of the regular pattern. To facilitate the Nondestructive inspection using blended cholesteric
application of liquid crystals to extensive areas, the esters was reported by S. Brown (Ref. 36). The sensi-
investigator developed a mixture of liquid crystals and tivity range (1 C) of available liquid crystals was ade-
approximately 20-30% by weight filler material such as quate for thicknesses of 0.510 mm (0.020 in.) or less,
Tempera, black paint, or carbon black. This mixture but not small enough for composite structures with
was applied to a surface in a single coat. All color transi- aluminum skins as thick as 1.525 mm (0.060 in.). Blends

,, "ltions were observable with the mixture, though they having full color ranges of 0.5 C and as small as 0.1 °C
were less intense than with clear liquid crystals applied were evaluated on aluminum honeycomb composite

over flat black paint. structures with simulated debonds. Three types of
Also, vacuum techniques were developed to hold defects, (1) oil on the inner surface of the skin

liquid crystal films against surfaces (Ref. 22). A (simulated by a teflon insert), (2) crushed core, and (3)

(1 polyvinyl alcohol film, 25 %im thick, was bonded to a cured adhesive, were investigated, with the first being

continuous loop of vacuum tubing with epoxy. A series the hardest to detect. Some blends worked well on the
of holes were drilled in the inside wall of the tubing, entire range of skin thicknesses from 0.510 to 4.825 mm

which serves as a vacuum manifold and the tuving was (0.020 to 0. 190 in.). The minimum definable defect for a

connected to a vacuum line via a section of copper tub- 1.525 mm (0.060 in.) skin was one crushed honeycomb
L ing. The assembly could be moved over the surface be- cell of 1.6 mm (1/16 in.) whereas for 4.825 mm (0.190

ing inspected. Other forms of this arrangement had in.) skins it was 650 mm (I sq. in.). These results are

Fobeen used. similar to those of Forman (Ref. 34). Voids near the sur-
Forman has reported successful testing of composites face were easier to detect. Other composites successfully

(Ref. 34). The minimum detectable defect for those hay-
ing 1.525 mm (0.060 in.) skins was one crushed cell of ivsiae ee
1.6 mm (1/16 in.) and for 4.825 mm (0.190 in.) skins it (1) Aluminum skins with HRP (high temperature
w.wphenolic) honeycomb core
was 650 mm' (I sq. in.). The following were tested: (2) Glass cloth skins with fiber honeycomb core

I (I) Aluminum skins with high temperature (3) Titanium skins with aluminum honeycomb core

phenolic honeycomb core, (4) Titanium skins with HRP core

(2) Glass cloth skins with glass fiber honeycomb (5) Glass cloth laminates

:r core, Additional findings were that incandescent lighting
.(3) Titanium skins with aluminum honeycomb works better than fluorescent, and simultaneous heating

core, of one surface and cooling of the other enhanced the

(4) Titanium skins with high temperature phenolic effect.

I7
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~ '~1' -Other applications cited were:
(1) detection of electronic hot spots A B C 0
(2) checking special insulation required to prevent

contact of dissimilar materials -rl1.2
(3) determination of human skin temperature

variations

Conclusions of this study were that (1) the technique 3[ ~ ~~was useable for many composite structures in produc- A '
tion, and that (2) cholesteric liquid crystals potentially I

* provide simple, reliable, and economic evaluation of -4-5
bond defects in composite structures. '

Bekeshko reported the use of liquid crystals to iden-
tify weak bond sites in metal-to-metal adhesive joints 6-7
(Ref. 37). Poor adhesive bonding areas of 6 mm
diameter were found in joints between 0.5 mm thick
aluminum plates and 2 mm thick copper plates heated to .I
68 °C with a temperature difference of 7 *C.

More recently, Schaum has reported the development - 4"

of encapsulated cholesteric liquid crystal inspection (A) FRONT VIEW
techniques for advanced composite materials (Ref. 38). 6 LAYERS OVER
Preliminary investigations of the thermal conductivity _ _ _- 1
of a 1.04 mm (0.041 in.) thick graphite/epoxy laminated 3
panel in directions both normal and parallel to the com- - - t - 4

posite laminate were made with thermocouples being - 6
used for measurements of the former and liquid crystals JX 7

for the latter. Panels with intentionally introduced flaws L- 2 LAYERS OVER 8
were tested. A graphite/epoxy panel having 8 plies (B) EDGE VIEW

" I- shown in Figure 27 was constructed from NARMCO
Rigidite 5208-UCC Thornel 300 prepreg tape. Sixteen Figure 27. Graphite/Epoxy Laminate Test Panel (From Ref. 38,
Teflon triangles were introduced as artificial flaws. The Reproduced by Permison of "-% arch Ubra
shape and size of the triangles were selected to allow in- Naval Postgraduate Sc..-ol, CA)
vestigation of different tapers.

By comparing the shape of the surface temperature
pattern with the known shape of the Teflon triangles, it diarmprl .- e was aticted to the other end of the bag.
was hoped that quantitative evaluation of the liquid A smitt.r perforated plastic bag was attached to the end
crystal technique could be obtained. As can be seen of the hose so that warm air passing into the larger bag[j from Figure 28, the Teflon triangles were made of four would be effectively diffused. A small, low velocity
different thicknesses of t, 2t, 3t, and 4t, where t was the heater-blower unit capable of heating air to 70 0C was
thickness of the thinnest and a flaw thickness range attached to the other end of the hose. The large bag was
from 6% to 21% of the finished panel thickness was slightly pressurized with warm air which soon reached a
used. Four Teflon triangles of different thickness and near steady state condition when the blower was on,
identical shape and area were placed in each of four thus providing nearly uniform heat over the rear surface
interlaminar interfaces. Observation from both sides of the panel.
gave data for every possible flaw depth. Although holding surface temperatures within 2*C

The triangles were laid on a carefully measured grid tolerance at 30 0C was not possible, fifteen of the
which was marked by implanting 50.8 pm (0.002 in.) triangles were observed in their undistorted shapes

wires in the 12.7 mm (0.5 in.) border of the panel. The under the very slow changes achieved. Since actual flaw
panel surfaces were sprayed with flat black enamel and, detection capability was the primary goal, a 2*C
when dry, with encapsulated cholesteric liquid S-30. The tolerance was not necessary. Enhancement of the ther-

panel was mounted vertically in a small vise and the mal pattern was accomplished by pulsed heating (or
opening of a large tubular polyurethane plastic bag was cooling) of the local surface aboe flaws. Sensitivity

attached to the edges of the panel with long strips of U- sufficient for detection of surface temperature dif-

shaped plastic molding which left 38.1 mm (I5 in.) fernces between areas above the flawed and unflawed

* L openings at the corners of the panel. A 38.1I mm ( 1.5 in.) regions within approximately 0.5 °C was achieved.

...
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Hrotor blades had voids which were detectable using the
1L1 - 26° liquid crystals. Tests of damage caused by striking

L2 - 51 foreign objects and crushing were also made.
L3 - 103 Cholesteric liquid crystals were shown to provide a sim-

ple, straight-forward NDE method. Little training was
needed to conduct tests or to interpret the results.
Liquid crystals used temperatures low enough to be
safe. One conclusion was that use of sheets of en-

\2 AREA - 1.0 IN 2  capsulated liquid crystals would have enhanced their
Use.

Pontello of the Naval Air Propulsion Test Center has
reported a method using liquid crystals for 100%
inspection of coalescer elements (fuel filters) (Ref. 40).
Flaws such as voids, split seams, end cap leaks, and

TYPE THICKNESS. IN. % 0 "cracks, as well as material imperfections and epoxy- fill-
ed voids were detected. The Navy had severe problems
with coalescers, and costly damage to fuel systems had

Fl A .009 21.4 been traced to them. Figure 29 shows the coalescer ele-
ment which was used to fdter solids and remove water

a .0065 15.4 from jet fuels.

A test facility was developed to use liquid crystal
C .0045 10.7 inspection. Figure 30 is a schematic of that system. The

coalescer was placed in a cylindrical aluminum housing
D.0025 6.0 consisting of two end caps and held together by three

aluminum ribs. Around these ribs was wrapped a
- 0.00635 mm (0.00025 in.) thick sheet of mylar film. The

coalescer was exposed to the inner surface of the film.
The circle of colors appearing over a flaw was larger
than the width of the ribs, so problems with obscured

Ftgure 23. Teflon Triangles (From Ref. 38, Reproduced by areas were avoided. Pre-blackened liquid crystals were
Permison of Research Library at Naval Postgraduate School, CA) sprayed onto outer surface of the Mylar, thus

eliminating direct contact of the liquid crystals with the
5. Other Materials and tems coalescer. Heated air at 826C (180°F) was circulated

Other NDE temperature mapping applications of through the coalescer against the uncoated side of the
cholesteric liquid crystals have been explored. Best has Mylar to ensure rapid drying and even distribution of
reported the testing of helicopter tail rotor blades using the liquid crystals, promote adherence of the crystals,
cholesteric liquid crystals (Ref. 39). A mixture of 90% and ensure complete solvent evaporation. The
cholesteryl nonanoate and 10% cholesteryl myristate preheating of the crystals resulted in an increase in the
covering the entire color range from red to purple in brilliance of colors. The same liquid crystals were used
0.2°C (from 72.6°C to 72.8C) was used. The rotor repeatedly over several weeks. The Mylar film was
blades were painted with india ink to provide a uniform cleaned of liquid crystals when necessary by wiping with[ black coating. It had been determined that subsurface petroleum ether.
flaws were best revealed in transient thermal conditions. Compressed air was supplied through a pressure

* Several different methods were tried with the most suc- regulator. The inlct air heating element at the bottom of
cess achieved by heating from beneath and cooling the the coalescer housing was controlled by a rheostat. The
surface to be examined. The surface of a rotor blade is rheostat controlled the temperature to correspond to the
not flat, so in order to achieve some uniformity, the operating range of the crystals and temperature and
bottom was heated with a 500-watt photoflood lamp, pressure were measured ai the inlet to the coal%:wer.
and the top cooled by a stream of room temperature air. After passing through the coal .ser, the air ikwed
Flaw indications frequently existed for only a few through the space between the coalescer and the Mylar
seconds in each heating/cooling cycle. Heat flow in the films, and out through the top of the unit. All

• .liquid crystal from uneven spreading may cause an nondestructive tests were done with the element in a sta-
irregular color pattern when no subsurface anomaly tionary position. A mirror at the rear of the coal.scer

S exists, so care was taken to obtain uniform layers. Both allowed observation of all flaws fro one position.
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Filae 30. Schematic of Test System fo Using Lquid Qy tlb to
Test Couhescen (From Re. 40, Reproduced by Platkon of The

American Society of Mechanical Enlineers, N Y)

* V .were a cracked end cap, and a separated end cap seal,
' '•two of the most com.,-,n defects in coalescer elements.

A limited investigation of the application of liquid
crystals to tire in.spection was conducted by Lavery
(Ref. 42). Flat rubber/cord samples *ere coated with
liquid crystals to evaluate their use in detection of

disbonds and to determine the effect of rubber on liquid

Figur 29. Filter Coalscer Element (From Ref. 40, Photograph crystals. Heat was applied behind the sample or in front

Used by Permission of The American Society of Mechanical of the sample and disbonds were easily detected, but
Engineers, N Y) contamination of the liquid crystal occurred. One

possible remedy is to use encapsulated liquid crystals.
Figure 31 shows test results for voids having 8.5, 1.6, Another is to provide an impermeable membrane be-
and 1.2 mm (1/8, 1/16, and 3/64 in.) diameters. It is tween the rubber and liquid crystal. It was planned to

p clear that liquid crystals are good materials for this routinely use encapsulated liquid crystals for future
testing requirement. inspection during dynamic tire tests as a backup to

Pontello later reported additional work on testing of infrared inspection.
coalescers in which encapsulated liquid crystals were Liquid crystals have been used to test aircraft wind-
used (Ref. 41). Tests for faws obscured by the cotton shield heaters (Ref. 22). They were applied to the outer
sock were made using a mirror for observation. Two surface, after which current was passed through the
coalescers were tested. One contained two 1.2 mm (3/64 electrical heating elements and a known amount of
in.) voids inserted at angles of 60 and 45 *. It is normally power was applied. Isotherm plots as a function of timeL difficult to detect seam splits becausc they are disguised were made on a Mylar sheet laid over the liquid crystals.
by the line made by the scam. Other types of flaws Figure 32 shows the isothermal plot of a Boeing 707
detected were voids with diameters of 3.2 through 1.2 windshield. The areas that had reached 33*C at given
mm (I/8 through 3/64 in.), voids as small as 0.4 mm times are shown. It is determined if a healingelement is
(1/64 in.), and material imperfeclions caused by varia- performing satisfactorily by comparison to standard

tions in the thickness of the fiber layers. Also detected curves. Liquid crystals appeared to respond more rapid-

... ... ...... Is-.
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Figur 32. AkraftWild"h Huat Pattrn (Izi1ti L1ih
Scattering at 3WC] (From Ref. 22, Reproduced by Peuluimn

of Optical Society of Americ Wuhbigtae. D C)

mao-1/16" diameter Vold Figure 33 illustrates the experimental arrangement.
The cell was positioned under an optical microscope and
the liquid crystal layer or the metal surface beneath it
was illuminated through the cover glass. Both 4-

methoxy-4-n-butylbenzylideneaniline (MBBA) having a
range of 21-47 'C, and a proprietary 10-47 *C liquid
crystal were used. (The temperatures in this case refer to
the range of liquid crystallinity and not a color range.)
A d.c. voltage across the cell was controlled by a poten-

* -tiometer circuit. The voltage was increased to threshold.
a 3/64" diameter veld When the liquid crystal threshold was exceeded, tur-
! Sbulence was seen, the turbulence resulting in a dynamic

display. Higher voltages, typically 15-20V for regions of
SLE complete absence of lacquer, were required to produce

turbulent displays on the lacquered tin-plate than on
semiconductor devices. (See the later discussion of
Keen's work as reported in Ref. 44). The liquid crystal
usually was removed with alcohol immediately after

Figure 31. Detection of Coalescer Flaws Using Liquid Crystals tests since some softening of the lacquer occurred if the
S(. (From Ref. 40, Photograph Used by Permission of The American liquid crystals were left on for several hours.

Society of Mechanical Engineers N Y)

ly than previously used indicators, were easier to use,
worked at lower temperatures, and were reversible and A FC

reusable. _

6. Flaw Testing With Nematics tl I
A technique using the effect of electric fields to pro- V

duce dynamic scattering modes in nematic liquid 0 v
crystals for nondestructive examination of lacquered
metal surfaces has been investigated by Farr, Keen, and Figure 33. The Experimental Arrangement. A. Microscope Cover
Pettitt (Ref. 43). This technique is an adaptation of a Slide, B. Tin Oxide Layer, C. Nematic Liquid Crystal,
method previously reported by Keen (Ref. 44) for in- D. Lacquer Film, E. Tin Plated Steel Sheet,
tegrated circuits, which will be discussed in a subsequent F. Microscope Objective, V. Stabilised

Voltage Source (From Ref. 43,
section. This investigation was initiated specifically to Reproduced by Permission of
detect pinholes and imperfections in the lacquer applied El.er Sequoia S.A.,
to tin-plate used for manufacture of cans. auunne, Switzerland)
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Figures 34 and 35 show the results of tests on the con- thermal changes corresponding to the load-strain curve,
toured ends of "pop top" cans. Since the lacquered thus verifying the assumption. At the same time, Luder
plate is subjected to deformation during manufacture, bands or stretcher strains began appearing during
inspection of the survival of lacquer films was desirable. stretch forming large panels of one of the samples,

. Such films must also withstand abrasion and scratching. 2024-T3, an unusual problem with this material. Luder
Scratches made by a diamond stylus under calibrated bands are caused by unstable plastic flow and appear
loading have been studied with liquid crystals. Defects abruptly as local bands of thinning. The inability to
in insulating layers on metals and on electroplating, etc. detect or control the responsible strain irregularities in
are often detected by deposition of copper. Some disad- uniaxial tensile specimens made laboratory tests dif-
vantages are (1) it will only deposit on complete punc- ficult, but liquid crystals gave visual evidence of the for-
tures, (2) there is no quantitative scale, (3) microscopes mation, location, and orientation of the Luder bands.

[ must be used, and (4) the method is destructive. Liquid Forman reported the use of cholesteric liquid crystals
crystals alleviate or eliminate all these. to monitor strain heat for locating areas of stress and

potential fracture in metals (Ref. 34). The use of the[ usual strain measuring devices and instrumentation for
sensing temperature to monitor heat -and strain is
limited by the necessity of predicting the location of
defects prior to testing. A liquid crystal blend, which

: '1 could be applied over a large area, was used and
SAealleviated the need to predict locations of defects.• 8oren Aaea A. Various rates of applying stress were investigated to

determine the best conditions for observing the colorV, changes. A blue area around the hole in the center of the

tensile specimen revealed the area of concentrated stress
where more heat is produced. Red areas designated

".ored Area I. lower temperatures (or less stress). Thermal gradients
could easily be seen and Luder lines were observed.

Singleton has reported the use of cholesteric liquidH. crystals to monitor the temperature generated in bars
Figure 34. The Lacquered Underside of Part of a Scored Aluminum under tensile test to fracture (Ref. 45). Previous reports

Can Top Indicating the Deformed Regions shown in Fig. 35 had identified local cooling of these bars in similar test
(From Ref. 43, Photograph Used by Permission of situations and the object of this work was to verify or

Elsevier Sequoia. S.A., Lausanne, Switzerland) reject this finding. The liquid crystals were selected to

function in the range to be found if the previous report. 7. The Nondestructive Use of Liquid Crystals in was correct. However, no cooling was found; in fact,
Fatigue. Flow, and Fracture Tests intense heating occurred and consequently, the liquid

Because of their sensitivity and rapid response to crystals were heated out of their operational range.
small temperature variations, cholesteric liquid crystals They did, however, indicate that heating rather than
were applied by Woodmansee to detection of thermal cooling, occurred. The liquid crystal data was recorded
conversion of mechanical energy during deformation by use of 8 mm color motion picture film.
(Ref. 22). Thermal gradients created by strain concen- 8. The Use of Liquid Crystals in Fluid Flow
trations were detected on two types of specimens. The Measurementstip of a growing fatigue crack was indicated by an area Klein and Margozzi, in 1969, reported the use of

of higher temperature corresponding to the expected coatings of cholesteric liquid crystals sensitive to shear,
plastic region. For sheet metal tensile tests, the begin- rather than temperature, to measure local skin friction
ning of plastic instability and its location were seen as a in aerodynamic testing (Ref. 46). Scattering wavelength
local change in color, and thus, an increase in changes were used as the indicator. The criteria for

LI temperature, before necking could be detected. selecting a liquid crystal mixture were (I) shear sensi-
Just before rupture, transitory, flickering changes tivity, (2) temperature insensitivity, and (3) chemical

were observed. It was assumed that these thermal tran- stability. A mixture containing proportions of four
sients were associated with unstable plastic flow. An liquid crystals was used. A calibration of shear versus
aluminum alloy (5456 in the H321 condition) that wavelength was obtained and a static (shear) calibration
exhibits prominent strain irregularities above its yield was made to measure the effects of temperature,
point was therefore tested. Liquid crystals indicated pressure, and viewing angle. Feasibility was shown.
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Figure 35. Liquid Crystal Examination of Lacquer After Defortntion,
Using the Nematic mabba at 23. Magnlfication X 50. [al Scored

Area A. Bright Field Illumination, Applied Voltage 0 V; Ib] Scored
WArea A, Dark Field Illumination, Applied Voltage 400 V;

[Ic] Scored Area B, Bright Field Illumination, Applied
Voltage 0 V; 1d] Scored Area B, Dark Field Illumination,

Applied Voltage 400 V (From Ref. 43, Photograph
Used by Permission of Elsevier Sequoia,

S.A., Lausanne, Switzerland)

Liquid crystals have been used by Knox to investigate ting time response are (1) film thickness, (2) material
pressure distributions on an 800 swept tetrahedron body (substrate) thickness, (3) an infinite thickness of a se-
at Mach 5 and angles of attack of 0, 5, and 100 (Ref. cond material, and (4) heat transfer coefficients. Max-I. 47). The liquid crystal technique was under investigation imum response, according to analysis, is achieved when
to evaluate its potential for visual detection of boundary the film thickness is large enough to give good color in-
layer transition. In these tests the results were incon- tensity (10-40 jm) and when the substrate has low ther-
elusive because the liquid crystals were incorrectly mal conductivity and a thickness which is large com-

U. applied and protected. pared with the maximum frequency of change multipled
Real-time visualization of unsteady boundary layers by the heat capacity of the liquid crystal and divided by

was reported by Lemberg (Ref. 48). This was an exten- the liquid crystal thermal conductivity. Since the ther-1 ' sion of the work of Klein (Rcf. 49) who investigated mal time constant of liquid crystals is at best 4 Hz for
steady-state layers. For this analysis the time response unit input and 500 Hz for an input ten times larger, the

. characteristics are of prime importance. Factors affe- smallest observable temperature change for visual detec-
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tion is about one-third the temperature range required
to go from red through green to blue. For example, if
this range were I 0C, then changes of 0.3C could be
readily discerned.
3. Acoustic Detection and Imaging

The temperature of materials which absorb energy, in
this case, acoustic energy, rises as the energy is absorb-

j ed. Therefore, if a cholesteric liquid crystal is applied to
a sound absorber, the ultrasonic field distribution can
be visualized as a colored pattern when placed in the
ultrasonic field. This effect could also be used to map
the vibrational modes of mechanical resonators by ap-
propriate coupling between the resonator and the ab-
sorber to which the liquid crystal has been applied.
Thus, liquid crystals can be used directly in NDE as
ultrasonic detectors and mappers or to calibrate and Figr 3-7. Cosu Iquid Crystu a Imaging of ttabic Eurgy
map transducers which would be used. Via an Intermediate Conversion to Het (From Ref. 0, Photo-

Sproat and Cohen report that experiments based on graph Used by Permission of The American Society for

direct excitation of cholesteric crystals by ultrasonic Nondestructive Testing, Inc., Columbus, OH)

energy gave negative results, and that, consequently,they adopted the approach of using an intermediate ultrasonic transducers (Ref. 51). Full color maps gave a

conversion of the ultrasonic energy to heat via an spatially continuous display of the ultrasonic intensity
ultrasonic absorber (Ref. 50). The experimental set-up is in a plane. A sound field established a thermal
shown in Figure 36. The water immersion tank used for equilibrium in 3 ^,) 5 seconds and lateral heat flow
acoustic energy transmission also provided a means to erased the display after approximately 10 seconds.
bias detector temperature just below the onset of color Liquid crystals were used by Maple to observe tran-
transitions. A I MHz source was used and had an un- sient and steady state patterns of AN/SQS-26

10focused main iole intensity of approximately 1 MW/e n transducers (Ref. 52). The transient temperature range
(100 W/cm1). Exposure durations of to 10 sconds to be covered was determined by running the
were required and produced results like that of Figure transducers and making spot temperature

37. If the temperature of the water was properly main- measurements with thermocouples for a period of one
tained, the limit on resolution for these experiments was hour. The range was determined to be approximately 18
determined by ultrasonic diffraction rather than the to 300C (65 to 860F). A 10% liquid crystal solution in
detector. chloroform was used. Calibration gave the following

Temperature sensitive light scattering by cholesteric transition temperatures:
liquid crystals has been used by Cook and Werchan for black to red 18.3 OC (65 OF)
mapping intensity distributions of the near-field of red to yellow 21.1 0C (70F)

WATER TANK yellow to green 22.2 0C (72F)
__ _ green to blue 24.4 C (76OF)

STEEL DISK LIGHT blue to violet 25.5 C (78 OF)
I SOURE violet to black 30 C (86 OF)

LABSORBER " A floodlamp was used to illuminate the transducer and
was switched on momentarily flor each photograph so

that additional heating could be avoided.
Abo with thermocouples, the steady state

•T 4' .temperature of the head area was determined to vary
D ISK I o  between 57.2-64.4 0C (135-148 OF) and the stock between

4OBSERVER 40.0-62.8-C (104-145°F). Calibration for chloroform
LOBJECT diluted liquid crystals is shown:

LIQUID CRYSTALS Head-Mmas Formulaion

Figure 36. Schematic of the Acoustographic (AGIS) Imaging black to red 57.20C (135 OF)

, , System (From Ref. 50, Reproduced by Permssion of The red to yellow 58.3 C (137 F)
* American Society for Nondestructive Testing. Inc., yellow to grmtn 58.9 C (138 OF)

Columbus, OH) green to blue 60.00C (1400F)

m et 
i . ..



I.blue to violet 62.2 C (144OF) DETECTOR PL.ATEkH
*violet to black 64.4*C (148VF) .11 4 ~

Ceramle-Stack Formulation CHOLESTERIC LIQUID VINYL CHLOR DE TH4ERMO-

I ~~~~~~~black to red 40.0*C (104 OF) CYTLSETPAECUL
red to yellow 45.0 C (11 OF)
yellow to green 46.1 *C (115 OF)
green to blue 48.3 OC (1 19OF)
blue to violet 51.7 C(0I25SF)

T e st re s u lts a re s h o w n a s i s t e m i n F g r 3 . T s Z
violt t blck 2.S 0(14F~ 8. hisVIBRATOR

i44* 14

HEATER

SOUND ABSORBING__
WEDGES TEPEATR

44' CONTROLLER 0

13ir 370 100V Sc.

131ir13EFFigure 39. Experimenital Arrangement for the Detection of Ultra-
11400sonic Field by Cholestere Liquid Crystal (From Ref. S3,
14,eReproduced by Pernission of Acadeic Pren Inc-

148r [London) Ltd.)

4..1370 13S'-H. Figure 38. Thermal Mapping of ANISQS-26 Transducers
(From Ref. 52. Reproduced by Permission of Ofie

of Naval Research, Washington, D C)

study showed that cholesteric liudcytl are vali, 4 YELLOW

low-cost materials for observing surface thermal pat- W LEIRE ~I 1 E

terns. _ LEIRE E

LlKagawa, Hatakeyama, and Tanaka used the arrange- 600 60

ment in Figure 39 to investigate ultrasonic detection
using cholesteric liquid crystals (Ref. 53). A 3S*C con- WAVELENGTH (A) AND COLOR
stant temperature was maintained using an electronic Figr 40. Tempemture Versus Produced Color of the Cholestcric
temperature controller which held the bath to within Liquid Crystal Employed in the Experiment (From Ref. 53.
0.20C over its entire volume and throughout the experi- Rerouced by Permission of Academic Press Inc. (London) Ltd.)
Ment. Sound absorbers were used on the bath wall to
prevent multiple-reflections. The liquid crystal plate results of near-field mapping using the cholestcric
detector was in front of the radiator and parallel to it, as material. Demonstration of the mapping of vibrational
shown. A 100 pm thick polyester sheet was painted with modes was done with a hand-held PZT, I cm x 6 cm x

4- temperature sensitive encapsulated cholesteric liquid 0.5 cm thick, which vibrates in-plane as shown in Figure
crystal on one surface and black color on the other, and 43 (Ref. 53). The cholesteric liquid crystal sheet was
had the color-temperature characteristic shown in loosely coupled to the vibrator surface with electron
Figure 40. The sheet was glued on a 10 cm x 10 cm x I grease. Heat was caused by relative motion between the
mm thick PVC plate to improve sound absorption. vibrating surface and the still sheet, and the modal
Electron grease was applied on the surfaces to prevent pattern was shown as color change. The ambient
water contamination. Figures 41 and 42 illustrate the temperature was kept constant. In Figure 4 the modal
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Figur 41 Ultasni NerFil Sater Prdue onteCols

Liquid Crystal Detective Plate for a Circular Vibrator Radiator. ________________________

Diameter: I5cm, Distance: 4*5 cm; at 400 kliz (F7rom Ref. 53. amg~ W.*, ~ ,

Photograph Used by Permission of Academic Press Inc._____________________
[London] Ltd.)

@Luf c
Figure 44. Modal Patterns of a PZT Vibrator as Detected by Liquid
Crystals (From Ref. 53, Photograph Used by Permisioun of Academic

Press Inc. [ London] Ltd.)

patterns of a PZT vibrator as detected by liquid crystals
are shown.L Figure 45 (Ref. 54) illustrates the device used by
Manaranche and Henry for experiments on detection of
an ultrasonic beam by cholesteric liquid crystals (Ref.Li A B54). The cylindrical tank was filled with water, the
temperature of which was controlled by a thermostat.

Figure 42. Simple Ultrasonic Camera. [a] Cross-Shaped Object At one end was a watertight circular window made of
Mad ofFoaed olytyrne;[bIShaow mag onthe100pum thick polyethylcne. The external side of the

Rear Face of the Cholesteric Liquid Crystai Detective dahamwsbakndadte oee iha
Plate (From Ref. 53, Photograph Used by Permission dahamwsbakndadte oee iha

or Academic Press Inc. I London] Ltd.) even layer of cholesteric liquid crystals. A mixture of
two proprietary products, the resulting sensitivity range

CHOLESTERIC of which was 38.5-40.5 0C, was used. The bath
ELECTRON IQaUID CRYSTAL SHEET temperature was adjusted by the thermostat, to the
GREASE

lower temperature of the stability range at which theL---DRCINO diaphragm~ was dark red. The transducer to be tested
R'ZTVIRAD V EECROE was then placed on the axis of the cylinder so as to direct

ELECTRODESMT the ultrasonic beam towards the center of the window.

' ~F ORZION 
POLARIAT~oNThe transverse ultrasonic fields of four different

Figure 43. Arrangement for the Detection of Vibrational Modes of transducers were mapped. Figure 46 shows the spot
aVibrator by ('holesteric Liquid Crystal (From Ref. 53. Reproduced obtained at 117 mm with a 120 mm focal length probe at

by Permission of Academic Press Inc. (LondonI Ltd.) 3 MH.-. It was concluded that this technique allows the
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Sof the interaction of the ultrasonic waves and the liquid
US GENERATOR crystal, and others. Cholesteric liquid crystal area detec-

tors for acoustical holography have some disad-
vantages, such as low sensitivity and small dynamic

POLYETHYLENE WTER range. However, they do have high resolution and were
DIAPHRAGM - shown to be compatible with the use of acoustical

S4-The acoustic detection mechanism for nematic liquid
US TRANSDUCER crystals is a direct interaction with the birefringence.

The effects of the acoustic energy are very similar to

r - - -those experienced with an electric field which produces
THE RMOSTAT____ dynamic scattering. Electric field biasing overcomes the

effects of surface forces caused by plates and causes theI. liquid crystal to be more sensitive to the acoustic energy
as illustrated in Figure 47 (Ref. 56).

Figure 45. Device for the Detection of Ultnnic Beam by Liquid
Crystals (From Ref. 54. Reproduced by Permisdon of British LIQUID CRYSTAL

Institute of Nondestructive Testing. Southend-on-Sea Essex, ACTIVITYEngland)

DYNAMIC

SCATTERING

REEN 11

COLOR
RE I'RANGE

000, POLARIZED

MICROSCOPIC OPTICS
TRANSITION REOUIRED

i . BLACK I -

' "!, .04 .08 .A2 .16 .20 .24

INPUT ACOUSTIC- POWER DENSITY - WATS/cm2

Figure 47. Activity of Liquid Crystal Cell in Response to 10 Mlz
• •3 Ultrasound With and Without 3.75 Volt d.c. Bias. (From Ref. 56,

Reproduced by Permission of Gordon and Breach, Science
Figure 46. Spot Obtamed a t 1l17 mm with a 120 mm Focal Length b Inc.,NY)
Probe [3 Mtzi (From Ref. 54, Photograph Used by Permission of

British Institute of Nondestructive Testing. Southend-on-Sea
Euex. England) Mailer, Likins, Gols, and McMaster fabricated a

nematic liquid crystal cell to evaluate the capability of
obtaining of detailed and precise knowledge of the per- the material to detect and display ultrasonic images
formance of ultrasonic transducers with an inexpensive (Ref. 56). The cell was made of two glass plates 100 x
and simple device. 90 x 3.175 mm (4 x 3.5. x 0.125 in.) thick separated

Fourney. Auth, Intlekofer, and Kobayashi report by 38.1 pm (0.0015 in.) mylar spacers and was filled
development of acoustical holography for nondestruc- with a normally aligned nematic crystal. The cell was
tive investigation of surface flaws using a cholesteric evaluated as shown in Figures 48 and 49, which show
liquid crystal area detector as the read-out device (Ref. transmission and reflection experiments respectively. In
55). Liquid crystal area detectors were shown feasible the reflection experiment, the bottom plate had a reflec-
and had a resolution limit in excess or 10 lines/mm, an tive coating to reflect light to the observer. A
order of magnitude improvement over other techniques, "collimated" 30 watt light source was used. Ultrasonic
such as the liquid "ripple tank." The resolution was not energy was produced by a transducer at I0 MHz.
fully used because of (1) scattering of the ultrasonic An arrangement similar to that for their previously
wave by grain boundaries. (2) near-field distortions of discussed experiments with cholesteric liquid crystals
the ultrasonic transducers, (3) an incomplete knowledge was used by Kagawa, Hatakeyama, and Tanaka to
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I ~ TO
GENERATOR TRANSDUCER

SOUND BEAM

-- -- NEMATIC
U POLARIZER LIQUID

O R RCRYSTAL CELL
-.-. 1 PLARIZED

WATER ANALYZER

GLTANK A
Figure 48. Schematic Representation of Experimental Configuration

Used to Evaluate Nematic Liquid Crystal Ces in the Optical
Transmission Mode. Polarizer and Analyzer are Adjusted for

Extinction in the Absence of Ultrasound. (From Ref. 56,
Reproduced by Permission of Gordon and Breach, Science

LIGT BAM Publishers, Inc., NY)
! LIGHT BEAM

POLARIZERI :'. ANALYZERn

~Figure 50. Sound Pressure Sensitivity is Found Increasled withElectric Field Superposed, While the Sound Intensity is Kept

SOUND BEAM t Constant (distance: 4.5 cmi. lal Applied Voltage: 0 V;

TRANSDUCER -bI Applied Voltage: 7.6 V (From Ref. 53,

WATER Photograph Used by Permission of Academic
( WATE Press Inc. [Londoni Ltd.)

1 !experiment was used to demonstrate modal vibration
Figure 49. Schematic Representation of Experimental Configuration mapping. A pair of thin (100 .m) wire spacers was plac-

Used to Evaluate Nematic Liquid Crystal Cells in the Optical- ed on the vibrator surface and covered by a thin glass
Reflective Mode. Polarizer and Analyzer are Adjusted for

I! Extinction in the Absence of Ultrasound. (From Ref. 56, plate. MBBA was infused into the space. When the
Reproduced by Permission of Gordon and 'Areach, vibrator vibrated in-plane, shearing strain developed

Science Publishers, Inc., N Y) from the relative motion between the glass plate and the
i investigate nematic materials (Ref. 53). A polarizer- vibrating surface. Under polarized lighting a vibrational

analyzer pair was added, and water temperature was not mode pattern could be seen, even by the naked eye,
so critical. The detector plate was a nematic liquid when the dynamic scattering mode was excited. Figure
crystal layer sandwiched between a pair of glass plates 51 shows the modal patterns of a PZT vibrator obtained
with a conductive, transparent coating used as an elec- with a nematic layer.
trode. Thu plate was 10 x 10 cm'. A thin air space was Recently, visualization of elastic deformation using
provided by inserting a 10 gm polyester spacer between ncmatic liquid crystals which were not in the dynamic

* the plates. MBBA liquid crystal was infused by capillary scattering mode has been demonstrated by Scudieri,
action. Two kinds of treatment provided molecular Verginelli, and Ferrarri (Rcf. 57). Hydrodynamic
orientation perpendicular to the plates: (I) application instabilities-in birefringence-which require less
of lecithin to the substrate surfaces and (2) doping tile mechanical power were observed. Normal deformation
MBBA with a small amount of cetyltrimethyl- modes of a glass plate driven piezoelectrically were
ammonium bromide. Figure 50 shows results for no ap- observed u%ing the set up shown in Figure 52. Figure 53
plied voltage and the enhancement for an applied shows the results for a 75 pam thick sample driven at
voltage of 7.6 volts. The vibrator from the cholesteric 8.64kHz.
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B. Us. of Uquid Crystals to Examine
Electronic Components and Assemblies
1. Circuit Boards ard Aarmoblie.

Woodmansee reported the use of cholesteric liquid
crystals to locate shorts in circuit boards for a

-- Minuteman electronic control system (Ref. 22).

Resistance measurements readily reveal the existence of

interlayer shorts in multilayer circuit boards, but do not

locate them. In the case reported, location of the short

Fiprat 52. Sktch of Cal Uad for Vimulkation of Elastic
Demoation at Laes b40w the IheuhoM for Dyfmmic
Scattuila (Fwm Ruf. 57, Reprodoced by Pwmulm of

SpinfVgdaM& Pubisher, N Y)

i A

I Ffpw 51. Modd htternsofa PZT Vroator by Iiam of the Flpre 3. Vismallzatm of Ela tic Dtemalme with Nemade
L wdc Uuld Crystal Lay,. Btltcr Reulons are Due to the Liquid Crystals by Obseration of Hydredymunc ieftblitin

Dymmic Swatting Mode (DSM) (From Ref. 3. Photoaph b 3lrfragaW(aa Rd. 57. Pt.otapap Und by

Used by Pusmouion of Academic hrow; Inc. I Londonj I L) Porusled"of S~Vup,V u rum*=. N Y)
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was not possible even after careful examination of board to serve as flow obstructions. The influence of theSI. "radiographs. The use of current flow through the resistors and the flow around then on the surfae
shorted layers with liquid crystals applied to one surface temperature of the heated Temsheet board was
of the board located the short quickly. A liquid crystal observed. Flow rates from 330 to 1580 cm 's (0.7 CFM
mixed with tempera black paint, to eliminate the need to 3.3.5 CFM) were used for the Temshet board.
for a black background paint, was used. A 25-50 am Power was varied from 12 to 24 watts. Figure 54 shows
(1-2 mil) diameter metallic particle was found to be one set of isotherns which was obtained.
responsible.

Circuit boards (flip-flop circuits) were tested by
Forman using nonanoate butyrate, which has its active
range at room temperature (Ref. 34). Ink was used to
provide a dark background. As the circuit began of 1
operating, and for equal applied voltages, low value
resistors were distinguishable from high valued ones by
a faster rate of color changes caused by higher currents.Open components did not change color at all as there
was no current to produce heat. Hot spots or high

Iresistance printed circuits produced unusual color

patterns. WC
Multi-layer circuit board interconnectors were inves-

tigated by Woodmansee using coatings of liquid crystals
(Ref. 30). As current passed through the circuits, high

resistance connections could be identified. One connec-
tion had a resistance of 11.6 milliohm and was
distinguishable from those having resistances near the
average of 4 milliohm.

Marto and Kelleher modeled and conducted Figure 54. Schematic Representation of Isotherms on the Flberglass/
measurements of the air flow through equipment racks Epoxy Board, 0.76 CFM/Board, 13.0 Watts/Board (From Ref. 58,
designed for circuit boards containing integrated cir- Reproduoed by CAe)mion oResearc Lnnrry, Naa
cuits and LSI devices, to locate hot spots on boards, and Pootpaduate Scho, CA)
to provide thermal performance data on fiberglass/ 2. Circuit Component
epoxy and aluminum core circuit boards under the Figure 55 shows a temperature distribution pattern on
packaging conditions in the racks (Ref. 58). Liquid five 500 ohm ±1 % resistors as determined by Wood-
crystal thermography was used to investigate convective mansee (Ref. 30). The applied voltage was approximate-
heat transfer, giving a direct visualization of hot spots. ly 10 volts. As can be seen, the surface temperatures
Both a uniformly heated smooth board and a uniformly vary considerably. At the time of these tests no cor-
heated board with nine passive resistors attached were respondence between the variations in surface
used. The uniformly heated board showed hot spots temperature and resistor properties had been determin-
caused by the convective air flow only and minimized ed, but there was speculation that nonuniformity meant
temperature variations caused by nonuniform distribu- shorter life expectancies.
tion of heat sources (such as current carrying resistors). Thin film AI-AI0 2 -AI capacitors having a 150 nm
A special board was made by attaching Temsheet (stiff, thick dielectric film were inspected by Lescinsky and
black, porous paper impregnated with carbon) to a Fridrich using MBBA (Ref. 59). The capacitor was
smooth fiberglass-epoxy board, uniform electrical covered by a drop of liquid crystal and the structure
resistivity being provided by the carbon. Electrodes observed upon application of 18 volts d.c.. Two types of
were attached to opposite edges of the Temsheet and a defects were observed: (1) those which remained visible
current passed through it to generate uniform heat. Li- even after removal of the electric field, and (2) those
quid crystals having a color range from 59-62 0C were "sensitive" to an electric field, that is, visible only withiiused. This board was placed in the middle of three sets an applied field. Some of the latter were polarity depen-
of board guides between two dummy boards, one of dent and some became more visible with an increase of
which was made from Plexiglas to allow viewing of the electric field intensity.
liquid crystal board. P-N junctions In silicon have been inspected by

For a subsequent set of experiments, nine ceramic Thiessen and Tuyen using nematic liquid crystals (Ref.
cased resistors were glued directly to the Temsheet 60). Electric field induced scattering was used for
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+1OV silicon dioxide layers on integrated circuits was reportedI. by Keen (Ref. 44). He placed a thin film of the nematic
4 /phase MBBA between the wafer to be tested and a tin

oxide coated slide, as shown in Figure 56. When a

4 ---I MICROSCOPE

500 1% RESISTORS E V

* GREEN RED

Q YELLOW Q)COLORLESS

Figure 55. Temperature Distribution Pattern on Operating A MICROSCOPE COVER SLIDE
Resistors (From Ref. 30, Reproduced by Permission of B TIN-OXIDE COATING

The American Society for Nondestructive Testing, C NEMATIC LIQUID CRYSTAL (M.B.B.A.)
Inc., Columbus, OH) 0 METALLISATION PATTERN

E DIELECTRIC LAYER

contactless determination of their reverse voltage G STAINLESS-STEEL SLIDE
characteristics. Uniformity of diode structures and v STABILIZED VOLTAGE SOURCE

junctions and the quality of photodiodes were inves-[t tigated. Pinholes having diameters of I um were easily Figure 56. Experimental Arrangement for Testing Defects In Silicon
detected in SiO2 , although exact determination of size Dioxide Layers on Integrated Circuits (From Ref. 44, Reproduced

by Permission of the Controller of Her Britannic Majesty's
was difficult because turbulent areas tend to be larger Stationery Office, London [British Crown Copyright])

" ' than the defect. With higher voltages, thin spots which

were not actually punctures were also detectable. Layers voltage was applied, defects could be seen as highly tur-

of A120 3 and Si3N4 were also successfully investigated. bulent liquid crystal regions. A voltage of 7 to 8 volts
Chips containing diodes were tested for uniformity was required for pinholes (no insulation layer at all),

using the same test cell. The diodes were reverse biased, with higher voltages needed for incomplete defects such
and so long as the resistances of the diodes were high, as thin spots. Once the fault was located the applied
the voltage drop in the liquid crystal was below that re- voltage was removed, the induced turbulence ceased,
quired tor turbulence. The high resistance of the liquid and the fault could be examined by other means, as
crystal prevents cross coupling. With increasing voltage desired. Since the turbulence was only at a fault, dif-
the diodes appear gradually, those with the lowest ferent types of defects such as pinholes, scratches,
reverse impedance first. Quantitative data was obtained metallization isolation, substrate connections, etc.,
by comparing the reverse characteristics, but uniformity could be identified.
could be determined at a single glance. Figure 57 shows a display on a multiple-gate m-n-o-s

A photodiode was also tested. The radiation was structure fabricated from 600 ohm meter (6 ohm-cm) it-
detected on the photo-sensitive side via an opening in type silicon and having a 600 nm aluminum metalliza-
the metal substrate. The reverse voltage was adjusted so tion. A wafer, containing 61 chips of the multiple-gate
that scattering did not occur. However, the voltage m-n-o-s structure, shown in Figure 54 was tested first by
across the sandwich was above that required for the liquid crystal technique and then by conventional
dynamic scattering. Upon illumination of the manual probing using a curve tracer. There was exact

photodiode, the voltage produced across the liquid correlation between the results on 831 of 854 gates, of
crystal layer caused scattering, which 166 were found to be faulty. The twenty-three
3. Integrated Circuits gates which had been observed to leak by the liquid-

A very versatile and easy means for testing defects in crystal technique but not when probe tested were re-
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Figure 57. Detection of Faults on a Multiple Gate-M-N.O-S
4 •. Structure Using MBBA (From Ref. 44, Photograph Used

by Permission of the Controller of Her Britannic Majesty's
Stationery Office, London (British Crown CopyrightI)

examined by the liquid-crystal technique to reveal that technique is a very useful diagnostic method, and (3)
(1) two of the discrepancies were caused by breaks in the correlation with conventional probe testing is excellent.

- metallization, so that the pads (which were probedl were A very quick assessment of a circuit or whole wafer can
isolated even though the gates were leaking, (2) eighteen be made since the results are visual. This method can beU gates which showed faulty when first examined were in- used to obtain electrical as well as topographical data
sulating upon probe testing, and (3) three gates were still and can replace routine optical methods.
leaking. Four of the eighteen gates which had changed An effective method for locating oxide defects on
were closely inspected revealing pinholes 2-6 um in integrated circuits has been reported by Ebel and
diameter in the aluminum metallization and pitting in Engelke (Ref. 61). A thin layer of nematic liquid crystal
the underlying bitride layer on four, apparently caused was placed on the device being analyzed and was
by self-healing during the probe testing. The other 14 covered by a sheet of glass with a thin transparent, con-

- gates had self-healed with insufficient force to punch ductive coating such as tin oxide with the conductive
holes. Of the three remaining gates which were still leak- side in contact with the liquid crystal. A voltage source
ing (by the liquid crystal tests), one had no leakage was connected between the substrate of the device and

. detectable by probing, another had 250 nA leakage, the the conductive layer. An immediate disturbed area
detection limit, and the third had a diode characteristic, occurred wherever current flowed. Figure 58 shows the
so that the initial probe may have used the wrong polari- basic arrangement. When coated with a liquid crystal

"1 ty. and a voltage was applied, vortices formed, including
This and other experiments indicated that (I) the areas above contact windows, as expected, and over a

liquid-crystal technique has greater sensitivity, (2) the pinhole. This can be seen in Figure 59. No oxide failure
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CONDCTIE EOXYpinhole having a diameter of approximately 0.5 pmn was
GLASSfound with a scanning electron microscope, thus

demonstrating the resolution available with the liquid
TIN OXIDE VOTXcrystals.

LIOUC 1 TAGEThe application of cholesteric liquid crystals to
CRYSTALintegrated circuit inspection has been investigated by

CRSTAL Garbarino and Sandison (Ref. 62). A schematic of the
102 set up for testing is shown in Figure 60. The liquid

crystal was mixed with a volatile suspension medium
Sl and applied to the chip either with an eyedropper or an

air brush to a thickness of 3-5 pum. The film was con-
tinuous and kept as uniform in thickness as possible. A

METAL BASE crystal thickness of more than 10 pm allowed thermal
diffusion to degrade the resolution. The temperature of

Figure 38. Schematic of Liquid Crystal Instrumnentation for Locating the substage was held at 2*C below the transitionj Ozide Defects on Integrated Circuits (From Ref. 61, Reproduced
with Corrections as Suggested by Original Author and by temperature of the crystal by the assembly shown in
Permission of The Institute of Electrical and Electonlics Figure 61. The device was then powered so the

Engineers, Inc., N Y) temperature at the short was in the color range of the

17A
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(I THIN OXIDE REGIONS operated at normal voltage and current ratings. Circuits
• " were viewed with a conventional microscope using a

crossed polarizer-analyzer pair. An image was formed
by light which passed through the liquid crystal and

W reflected from the integrated circuit surface.
Undistorted regions of the circuit showed darker

because the light was unaffected, but where circuit
operation disturbed the index of refraction, the
polarization was altered and light seen, the amount
depending on the magnitude and nature of the distur-
bance. For these experiments, MBBA was used. MBBA
has negative dielectric anisotropy, meaning the
molecules rotate to align perpendicular to an electric
field. At a voltage between 3 and 10 volts, a threshold
occurs at which the optical effects begin. At a voltage
several times the critical voltage, saturation will occur.
Between threshold and saturation, the degree of

T lbrightness is a qualitative indication of the magnitude of
the field. In order to maintain a nonzero average
response, an a.c. voltage must be used. (Charge ac-

SHORT cumulation on the SiO 2 layer covering the circuit pro-
duces a self-cancelling field). If the temperature of theifFigure 60. Side View (Cutaway) of Header-Sutagep Assmbly Used lq i rsa sn a h e ai -stoi h s r ni

to Provide Temperature Control (From Ref. 62, Reproduced by liquid crystal is near the nematic-isotropic phase transi-

Permision of The Electrochemical Society, Inc., Publisher, tion temperature, the alignment is also disturbed.
SPrinceton, NJ) Zakzouk, Stuart, and Eccleston have used liquid

crystals to study localized regions of high conductivity

GLASS SLIDE MICROSCOPE in thermally grown silicon dioxide on n-type silicon

I.CAMERA (Ref. 64). The approach used was very similar to that of
Keen (Ref. 44). They reported a very strong polarity

-- CHIP dependence of the turbulence, and thus the number of
defects seen, in 100 nm (0.1 #m) oxide films. In one

i j. sample, only one defect was seen with one set of
- polarities, but when the polarity was reversed, a much

Slarger number of turbulencies was evident. The addi-
tional sites were generally not distinguishable under

1visual examination and they may have been caused by
material defects (such as migration of positive ions of

Fipgre 61. Schematic of a Defective Gate Chain. The Cros-latched sodium through the oxide film) rather than voids or thin
Areas Indicate the Metalization Pattern Farming the Chain. Gate spots. The additional turbulent spots became more visi-
Areas ae Outlined by Dashed Unes. The Rough Circies Around ble after extended stress. Quantitative analysis of these

the Short Represent Isotherms of the Temperature Profile
11 Around the Powered Short Temperatures TI > T2 > - > TS defects was possible using the liquid crystal.

are the Average TemperatursI Thes Resptivegi. Kapfer, Burns, Salvo, and Doyle have reported two
Under Action of the Liquid Crystal Region I wW appear blue; years use of nematic liquid crystals for locating pinholes

Region 2, Green; Region 3, Yelow; Rion 4, Red; in thin and field oxide regions of MOS and bipolar
and Region 5, Calories (From Ref. 62, Reprodumed integrated circuits (Ref. 65). In an MOS transistor, thin

by Permission of thelctromlca l Society, Inc., oxide coatings are about 0.1 pm thick and "field" oxide
Pubimer, Princeton N J)

coatings are about I pim thick for both bipolar and NIOS
material. A 0.2 to 0.4 jim layer of carbon black on the devices. Figure 62 is a sketch of a typical MOS device
chip was used to absorb unscattered light, and shows the features of interest. The use of liquid

Channin has reported use of nematic liquid crystals crystals eliminates many of the procedures previously
to view both electric fields and temperature distribu- required to analyze failures. To perform these tests a
tions in Integrated circuits with conventional liquid crystal cell as in Figure 63 was used. Glassivation
microscopes (Ref. 63). The method was reported to be and metallization layers were removed to expose oxide
flexible, economic, and useable while circuits are areas of interest. The liquid crystal material MBBA (one
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' GLASSIVATION on microwave strips and modules, and (3) imaging in
" SOURCE ATE METAL side-looking radar. The first two may allow more

METAL ETAL precise NDE of waveguides and strips. Such a &,ctor
GATE FELD (I) can work in real time and (2) allows continuous

P-SOURCE OXIDE P-DRAIN OXIDE sampling.
Sethares and Stiglitz reported the visual observation

N Si SUBSTRATE of high dielectric resonator modes using encapsulated
cholesteric liquid crystals in the detector shown in

Figure 62. Typical F-MOS Transtor Cross-Sectlon. The Glaedvation 'Sure 64 (Ref. 66). Modes for frequencies on the order
is Deposited S10,. The Field and Gas OxidesmFe T6) d re sn

Grown SIO, (From Ref. 65. Reproduced by Pemision of of 2 GHz were imaged and photographed. Sethares and
Rome Air Development Center, Griffin Al, N Y) Gulaya also have reported the observation of rf

magnetic fields with cholesteric materials (Ref. 67).

GLASS SLIDE BIASING LIGHT

TRANSPARENT CONDUCTIVE COATING SOURCE

MBBA

CRYSTAL " CLEAR MYLAR SUBSTRATE
V - CHOLESTERIC LIQUID CRYSTAL

RESISTIVE LAYER

(P INHLEJ
4 (Figure 64. Cross Section of Liquid Crystal Detector Plate

I l (From Ref. 66, Reproduced by Peamioon of Optical Society of
America, Washington, D C)

V Figure 63. Basic Liquid Crystal Cell Used for Inspection of MOS and A real time color display of microwave field patterns
Bipolar Integrated Circuits. The Cell i Illuminated and Viewed using cholesteric liquid crystals was reported by

from the Top Through a Microscope. The Large Oxide Augustine (Ref. 68) and by Augustine and Jaeckle (Ref.
. Openings are Contact Cuts Made to Allow the Conductor to

" Make Contact to Source and Drain Regions (From Ref. GS 69). It was used to plot near-field antenna patterns and
Reproduced by nrninlon of Rome Air Development Center, mode patterns in complex waveguides and resonators,

Griffis AFB, N Y) and to measure impedance and power by detecting9 !'standing waves and power-density patterns in open
drop) was placed on the device surface and a glass slide transmission lines. The device was made from a very

with a transparent conductive coating on one surface thin Mylar membrane whose size depended on the
formed the top of the cell. Where openings in the in- experiment. For a small rectangular waveguide a 152
sulating oxide occurred, a very small current flowed mm (6 in.) diameter membrane was used. A thin
through the liquid crystal upon application of a voltage, metallized film deposited on one sidc of the membrane

Sresulting in localized turbulence, and hence dynamic was coated with the liquid crystals. A concentrated
scattering. Under a microscope, turbulences at the microwave beam passing through the membrane set upI openings in the oxide layer appeared as dark vortices currents in the metallized film which were then very
against a light background using dark field illumina- locally converted to heat in proportion to the amount of

i tion. Vortices were larger than the openings in the ox- energy absorbed. Distinct color regions formed a two-
ide, making the holes appear larger than they actually dimensional plot of the microwave field intensity.
were. This "magnification" allowed viewing of sub- Among projected applications were:
micron defects normally not seen with optical (I) Antenna near-field and far-field analysis,
microscopy. (2) Plotting of mode patterns in complex
C. Other NDE and Detection Applications waveguides, resonators, and transmissionof Liquid Crystals media,

(3) Fault detection in dielectric materials and
1. RF and Microwave Imaging radomes,

Liquid crystals have been used to image and detect (4) Microwave holography, and
(I- radiofrequency and microwave fields. (5) Microwave imaging.

• Advantages of liquid crystals for rf and microwave Augustine and Kock have also reported nicrowave
imaging are (I) direct observation of higher order holograms for power levels of 1.5 W/m'(I row/in.1)
modes, (2) direct observation of standing wave patterns using cholesterics (Ref. 70).
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1
fTorkan reported the use of liquid crystals to rapidly analyses can be made. Imaging of laser outputs, non-

map microwave field patterns (Ref. 71). Cholesteric coherent inherently emitted radiation, holographic

liquid crystals coated over a resistive mylar film were imagery, and interferometric patterns are all potentially

used in various mixtures. A uniform layer of Nichrome useful.
was used to provide an impedance match to The use of a cholesteric liquid crystal viewer to
microwaves, thus heating the liquid crystal and pro- observe the far-field pattern of a HeNe laser at 3.39 Onm

viding a color display. Temperature biasing was by a.c. was reported by Hansen, Fergason, and Okaya (Ref.
or d.c. currents in the lossy film or by illumination by a 73).
floodlight. Such a bias increases sensitivity and reduces Noncoherent energy can also be imaged. Ennulat and
incident microwave power requirements. Fergason have reported the use of cholesteric liquid

Fanslow reported that cholesteric liquid crystals hav- crystals (cholesteryl oleyl carbonate) to image with

ing color range centered at different temperatures have 0.2°C resolution against a 300K background using
been coated on both metallized and non-metallized inherently emitted radiation (Ref. 74). Figure 65 shows
plastic disks respectively, and used to monitor the laboratory thermal imaging device. The infrared
microwave radiation at 2.45 GHz at power density levels image of the scene is focused on a membrane and con-
of 1.5 to 23.3 W/m' I to 15 mW/cm) (Ref. 72). The verted by absorption into a corresponding heat pattern.

metallized disk responds to both microwave radiation This pattern is reproduced in the liquid crystal deposited
and ambient temperature while the non-metallized disk on the opposite side of the membrane. The membrane is
responds only to the latter; consequently, the difference enclosed in a temperature controlled chamber to keep

in response is a measure of the microwave energy. the liquid crystal at the proper operating temperature.
Illumination is accomplished with a visible

2. Viewing Infrared Energy monochromatic light source, thus highlighting that par-
By viewing infrared energy, many nondestructive ticular color (temperature) and providing lower

l!
ii

t'~urc65. Laboatory Thcnnmal Isaiging Device Fo Ref. 74.
"Photograph Uqed by Permimlon of Gordon and Breach,

Science Publisher, Inc., N Y)
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intensity scattering for other temperatures (colors). Fine hologram was formed using a low power (I watt) 10.6
tuning of the temperature of the liquid crystal, and thus pm CO2 laser and a cholesteric liquid crystal medium

, , the actual temperature which is imaged, is accomplished sandwiched between glass and sodium chloride plates
$ by a radiation heater. This radiographic imaging techni- (Ref. 81). The hologram was simultaneously

que could be used in many NDE applications, for exam- reconstructed with a HeNe laser at 632.8 nm. The
pie. (I) viewing structural faults, or (2) evaluating hot sandwicl was necessary (I) to protect the cholesteric
spots in electronic circuitry. It has the advantage of liquid crystal, which was subject to deterioration when
being much less expensive than conventional infrared exposed to air, (2) to prevent drying of the cholesteric,
imaging devices. The authors estimated that as, when dry, it looked like waxed paper and strongly
temperature differences as small as 0.02 K (0.02 °C) can diffused incident light, and (3) to ensure a uniformly
be detected with improved lighting, thick coating. Figure 66 shows the equipment. The CO2

Additional reports of the visual observation of laser beam was split by a beamsplitter (uncoated NaCI).
infrared and submillimeter wave laser beams using MRO
cholesteric liquid crystals have been made. Keilmann DIFFRACTED

and Renk describe a thermal image converter for HE-NE 1EAMS

infrared and submillimeter wave radiation (Ref. 75). HE-NE LASER

The energy density for full contrast was 40J/ml (0.004
J/cm:). The detector consisted of a 3 ;m thick plastic~LIOUID CRYSTAL

membrane, a thin (3nm) layer of chromium, and a Lo2 SANDWICH
liquid crystal layer of 5-10 /pm. An absorption of BEAMSPLITTER
approximately 45% was achieved from 632.8 nm (a
HeNe laser) to an X-band klystron at 3 cm. Figure 66. Arrangement of Equipment for Infrared Holography

Two additional reports, one by McColl (Ref. 76) and (From Ref. 81, Reproduced by Permission of Optical Society
the other by Horton (Ref. 77), discuss the use of liquid of America, Washington, D C)
crystals for detection of infrared radiation. The former
suggests, in addition to the thermal response, that The two resultant wavefronts were recombined in the li-
tunable filters for optical processing might be feasible. quid crystal sandwich with the beamsplitter providing

V The latter discusses a water cooled IR imaging device an intensity ratio of transmitted to reflected beam of ap-
which was used to view CO 2 laser radiation with a very proximately 20: 1. The He-Ne laser beam passed through
good resolution suitable for IR holography, diffraction the liquid crystals within the region of interference of
studies, and testing of infrared optical system resolu- the CO2 laser beams. The He-Ne beam was unaffected
tion. when only one CO2 beam was present, but with both IR

Thin membrane displays using cholesteric liquid beams the transmitted pattern consisted of the zero-
crystals for the display of infrared laser beams have order He-Ne beam plus two side beams. The latter cor-
been developed by Stocker (Ref. 78). There is a trade- responded to the first-order diffraction of the in-
off between rise time, decay time, resolution and sen- terference pattern between the two C0 2 laser beams.
sitivity, the principal limiting factors being membrane Another report of C0 2 laser holograms being
thickness and surface cooling, reconstructed using cholesteric liquid crystals and a

More recently, Margerum, Little, and Braatz have HeNe laser has been made by Sakusabe and Kobayashi
reported extensive work on development of a pyroelec- using the same apparatus as for the interferograms
tric film/liquid crystal detector for C0 2 laser radiation discussed in preceding paragraphs (Ref. 82). In this
(Ref. 79). Both cholesteric and nematic materials were instance the hologram, as produced on the liquid
considered and several designs were investigated. crystal, was recorded photographically and then
Responsivities as high as 1.2 pA/W were achieved with a reconstructed, rather than displayed in real time. A li-
one-inch device and a matrix of 10,000 elements. quid crystal area detector was made by stretching a 10

Kobayashi and Sakusab have reported that both pm thick blackened vinyl sheet over a 120 mm diameter
Fabry-Perot and Mach-Zcnder interfcrograms have frame. A thin layer of liquid crystals was applied
been made using the liquid crystal detector (Ref. 80). uniformly over the vinyl. Figure 67 shows the detector
Infrared windows which are opaque in the visible range and Figure 68 (from Ref. 80) the IR transmission of tlie
have been inspected using Fabry-Perot intcrferometry. detector membrane including the liquid crystal. Most of
A shadowgram of the fault was displayed on the detc- the loss was by absorption. For viewing 10 jm radia-
ter. Minimum detectable void size was about 30 pm. tion, a good visual indication with a spatial resolutionIn what was apparently the first report of infrared of about 0.3 mm was obtained with about 100 W/m:(10

holography, Simpson and Deeds described how a mw/cm') incident power density. Response time was 0.5

.... i Lm
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Figure 67. Construction of the Liquid Crystal Detector and Crass
Sectional View of Variable Air Gap Between OQ-Plate and COLLIFLOR
Membrane (From Ret. 80, Reproduced by Permdson of LONG FOCAL LENGTH LENS

Autbor-Paper Published at EOD Conference 1971, MIMAGE I
East N Y, Septembu 14-16, 1971) HE-NE 16328A)

LASER SEAMA I I ti . ,erOCAL POINT

100 4 IMAGE 2

o90 HOLOGRAM

70 Filpre 69. Optical Systems for Obtaining the IR Hologram (Above)
Z 60 and the !maes (Bottom) (From Ref. 80, Reproduced by Permiuion

50 of Author-Papa Published at EOSD Conference 1971,
40 East N Y, September 14-16. 1971)

Z 30

20 Correlation between the temperature as measured by
10 calibrated liquid crystals and theoretical values was

excellent.
2.5 3 45 6 7 8 910 121416 Jeudy and Robillard have studied the variation of

light scattered by nematic-cholesteric mixtures of liquid, WAVE LENGTH (mm)
WAELNGH crystals and the application of this phenomenon to

I (I Ftgure 68. Cure of IR Tmrnmniuon of the Membrane lncluding blood pressure measurement (Ref. 84). Temperature
Both the Liquid Crystal and Vinyl Sheet (From Ret. S, variation effects can be minimized or eliminated while
Reproduced by Permislon of Author-Paper Published at enhancing pressure sensitivity by use of the proper mix-

EOSD Conference 1971, East N Y, September 14-16, 1971) lures. Research on this application is continuing.

V. THE FUTURE OF LIQUID CRYSTALS IN
seconds The optical system used for IR holography is NDE
shown in Figure 69. The hologram is displayed on the Ii- As can be seen from the work reviewed, there are

L quid crystal detector and photographed, was then many areas where the best method for inspection may
reconstructed using a red helium-neon laser as shown. be the use of liquid crystals. Add to this the number of
3. Medical Applications supplementary uses and it can be seen that the potential

In addition to the example cited in Section ilI.A.1, impact of liquid crystals on NDE is great. A quick
several other investigations of the application of liquid search of just one commercial literature retrieval
crystals to medicine have been made, two examples of database has indicated that, in 1977, the total number of
which are described here. articles published on liquid crystals approaches, if not

Liquid crystals have been used to map the exceeds, one thousand. This activity is certain to have
temperature field produced by a cryosurgical probe. an impact on the use of liquid crystals for NDE. This
This was investigated by Petrovic by imbedding the vast technical knowledge, coupled with ease of us and
probe in a clear gelatin-water test medium which low cost, signals a steady growth of liquid crystal NI)E
simulated tissue (Ref. 83). A thin mylar sheet sprayed as more people become familiar with its capabilities for

with a cholesteric liquid crystal was used for the map- both qualitative and quantitative evaluations and gain
ping. Probe temperatures varied from -36°C to -I 17*C. skill in its use.

It
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